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In re: 1 
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Services, Inc. 1 
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Docket No. TSCA-03-2001-033 1 ) 

U.S. EPA, Repion 111's Response to EAB Reuuest Dur in~  Oral Arpument 

During the oral argument on December 13,2006 in the above-captioned matter, the 

Environmental Appeals Board requested the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region 111, 

("Appellee" or the "Region") to research and provide additional guidance and policy statements 

by the Agency regarding the significance of ownership in determining who is the "generator" of 

polychlorinated biphenyl ("PCB") waste under the PCB rule at 40 C.F.R. Part 761. 

The Region, in consultation with EPA Headquarters, is unaware of any policy document 

or guidance containing a definition of the term" owner" under the PCB rule. As requested, the 

Region submits two documents in which the terms "owner" and "generator" of PCB waste are 

explained: (1) a page from the Preamble to the Proposed Rule: Polychlorinated Biphenyls; 

Notzfication and Manifesting for PCB Waste Activities, 53 Fed. Reg. 37436 at 37438 (Sept. 26, 

1988), Attachment A, and (2) two pages from the Preamble to the Final Rule: Polychlorinated 

Biphenyls: Notification and Manifesting for PCB Waste Activities, 54 Fed. Reg. 52716 at 52717- 

52718 (Dec. 21, 1989), Attachment B.' 

The proposed rule provides that the term: 

"generator of PCB waste" would be defined as any person whose act or process 

The Final Rule in its entirety is set forth as Attachment C. 



produces PCBs that are regulated for disposal under TSCA, or whose actfirst 
causes a "PCB" or "PCB Item" to become subject to the Subpart D disposal 
requirements of 40 CFR Part 761. For example, the "owners" or "users" of the 
PCBfluids and PCB Items regulated for disposal under TSCA are, or will 
become, the typical generators of PCB wastes, at such time as they retire their 
regulated materials (50ppm or greater) from service. 

53 Fed. Reg. at 37438 [Emphasis Added]. 

As set forth in the Final Rule, in pertinent part: 

The question of who is the generator of the PCB waste arises when the decision is 
made to dispose of, rather than repair the equipment. 
To clarify the distinction of who is the generator of the PCB waste in the different 
servicing contexts, EPA has expanded the definition in the final rule to include a 
person "whose decision causes a PCB material still under his physical control 
to become subject to subpart D disposal requirements. " Under the definition in 
the final rule, an owner of the PCB material would be the generator when the 
owner: 
1. ships electrical equipment off-site to be disposed of or serviced for 
reclassification, since these activities will produce regulated PCB waste. 
2. Causes, that is, the owner drains or hires a service company to drain, on- or 
off-site, fluids containing PCBs at a concentration of 50 ppm or more to be 
shipped off-site for disposal. . . . 
3. 9 . .  

In these three cases, the owner is the generator because he either performs the 
operation that produced the PCB waste himself or hires someone to perform the 
waste-producing operation, understanding that disposal of PCBs will occur. 

54 Fed. Reg. at 52717 [Emphasis Added]. 

As stated at oral argument, contractual transfer of ownership alone, of PCB waste, does 

not control the regulatory status of such waste. In the context of this case, the utility company 

customers had already made the determination that the materials being sent to Environmental 

Protection Services, Inc. are waste for disposal. 

In addition, the preamble of the Final Rule further clarifies that "[tlhe owner is not a 

generator of PCB waste when he ships PCB-containing equipment off-site for servicing, but has 

not yet made a decision whether to repair the equipment or to dispose of it . . . . If either the 



servicing facility or the owner decides that the equipment cannot be serviced, the equipment 

becomes PCB waste and the servicer or processor becomes the generator of the PCB waste . . . ." 

Respectfully submitted, 

Of Counsel: 

Gary Jonesi 
John Ruggero 

Counsel for Appellee 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Region 111 

These principles are repeated in the Agency's PCB Q and A Manual (1994 and 200 1 ed.), Attachment D. 
See www.epa.gov/pcb, and in two letters written by the Agency in 1990, Attachment E. 
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B. Generotion of PCB Wastes 
In this proposal, the term generator of 

PCB waste is defined and used in order 
to maintain consistency with the RCRA 
tracking system for hazardous wastes, 
which forms the model for much of 
today's proposal. The generator concept 
is fundamental to the RCRA hazardous 
waste management system, and the term 
has gained such familiarity over the 
yean, among those connected with 
waste management, that its use in this 
proposed rule is virtually a necessity. 
However, the term "generator" itself 
nowhere appear8 in the current TSCA 
disposal regulations for PCBs, although 
the concept of generating waste applies 
as much to PCB wastes as to any other 
material. 

For purposes of this proposal, 
"generator of PCB waste" would be 
defmed as  any person whose act or 
process produces PCBs that are 
regulated for disposal under TSCA. or 
whose act first causes a "PCB" or "PCB 
Item" to become subject to the Subpart 
D disposal requirements of 40 CFR Part 
7W. For example, the "owners" or 
"users" of the PCB fluids and PCB Items 
regulated for disposal under TSCA are, 
or will become, the typical generatom of 
PCB wastes, at such time as  they retire 
their regulated materials (50 ppm or 
greater] from service. 
In other circumstances, the term 

generator connotes broader coverage 
than mere owner or user of PCBs or PCB 
Items. For example, a transporter who 
cleans up PCBs that apill from a 
transport vehicle may be a generator of 
PCB waste. Likewise. a disposal facility 
may at  times be a generator of PCB 
waste. such as  when it physically 
separates PCBs born dielectric fluida 
and transports the separated phase (e.g., 
stillbottoms or siudneel containinn PCBs 
to a n  approved incGerator for 

" 

destruction. So, beyond the typical case 
where an owner or user of PCBs 
removes PCBs or PCB Items from 
service, PCB waste may also be 
"generated" by those who respond to 
PCB spills, those who drain PCB fluids 
from PCB Articles during servicing or 
disposal operations, those who process 
or distribute in commerce P p  wastes In 
a form other than that previously 
manifested, and those who remove PCBs 
from existing disposal sites, including 
disposal sites that pre-date the Subpart 
D disposal requirements for PCBe. 

This definition is similar to the RCRA 
definition of "generator" at 40 CFR 
280.10, but it diffem from the RCRA . 
definition in one important respect. In 
the context of this oro~oaal. the term . . ~ - .  -~~ 

"generator of PCB waste" generally 
refers to the "person" (see 40 CFR 761.3) 

who creates PCB wastes, and not, as 
would be the case under RCRA, to the 
individual sites where particular PCBs 
or PCB Items were used before they 
became wastes. 

Section 781.3 definea "penon" lo 
include individuals, government entities, 
corporatione, and other business 
associations, so the effect of the 
pmposed definition of "generator of PCB 
waste" generally would be to 
consolidate all of the PCB waste created 
by a given "person" under one generator 
identification, regardless of the number 
of sites that "person" might use, own, or 
control. The only exception is where 
another regulation expressly calls for a 
site-specific meaning of the term 
"generator of PCB waste." In such a 
case, the more specific requirement 
controls. The only site-specific reference 
to generator proposed here is the 
requirement that the users. owners, or 
processors of PCBs or PCB Items who 
maintain their own 8 761,65(b) storage 
facilities for PCBs must submit unique 
generator notifications to EPA for each 
of their PCB storage facilities. In cases 
where the "generator" owns or operates 
storage facilities, each site of storage 
would be a unique "generator of PCB 
waste" for purposes of this regulation. 
As such, PCB wastes transported from - 
the storage facilities would be 
manifested from the storage sites, and 
the manifests would reference the 
storage facilities' unique EPA 
identification numbers. The proposal to 
treat users' and ownem' storage 
facilities as unique generators is 
discussed further in Unit IV.B.2. of this 
preamble. Otherwiee, all PCB waste 
generated by a given individual or 
company would be identified with the 
one consolidated generator. 

Defming "generator of PCB waste" in 
this manner for TSCA purposes departs 
from the RCRA Subtitle C approach. 
This detfnction is made necessar)i by 
attributes of the PCB waste universe 
that set it apart from the RCRA 
universe. Under RCRA, the typical 
generator of hazardous waste is an 
induatrial facility that regularly 
produces waste streams that are fairly 
predictable fmm the standpoint of both 
volumes generated and their 
composition. The generetion of these 
waste streams fe a regular occurrence 
associated with the manufacturing and 
processing activities engaged in at the 
epecific facilities or eites. In this context, 
a site-specific definition of "generator" 
is sensible. 

PCBs, on the other hand, are widely 
dispersed among millions of "sites" 
involving end use of electrical 
equipment and similar articles. In this 

context, a site-specific definition of 
"generator" would result in an unwieldy 
waste tracking system that would be 
neither workable nor cost-effective. For 
example, if each site where electrical 
equipment is used were to be treated BB 
a unique generation site, the utilities 
could be required to submit unique 
notifications for each of the more than 
12 million mineral oil-filled distribution 
transformers which they own or operate. 
This result would overwhelm both EPA 
and the regulated community. Requiring 
unique notifications would be inefficient 
administratively, since significant 
resource burdens would be associated 
with issuing for each site a unique 
identification number, which would be 
ueed only one time to track the 
movement of one item of waste. 

The consolidated defdtion of 
"generator of PCB waste" proposed here 
will promote greater regulatory 
efficiency, without the loss of 
information that EPA would find highly 
useful. For exampte, under the proposal. 
the 12 million individual distribution 
transformers would be dispersed among 
3,320 utility system generators. a far 
more reasonable and workable result 
than would be accomplished under a 
site-specific definition based on site of 
use. Greater regulatory efficiency is also 
anticipated for non-utility entities, such 
as  the non-utility industrial users of PCB 
Transformera and PCB Capacitors, and 
those who use PCB Transformers ia 
commercial building installations. 

EPA requests specific comments on 
the extent of consolidation that the 
proposal will accomplish in terms of 
defining usem or owners of PCBs a s  
generators. To what extent will this 
proposed definition of "generator of PCB 
waste" reduce the actual number of 
generator notificatione that EPA will 
receive under this rule? Further, how 
will the consollda ted definition of 
generator of PCB waste affect the costa 
associated with manifesting waste 
shipments and records retention? Will 
the proposed definition cause conflicts 
with State hazardous waste programs 
that currently regulate PCBs, and if so, 
how could those conflicts be minimized? 
Alternative definitions of "generator" 
are also solicited by the Agency. . 

C. The Universe of PCB Waste 
The PCB regulatory universe is not 

characterized to any significant degree 
by sites of new manufacture or 
processing of PCBs as a part of a 
facility's regular industrial operations. In 
fact, the amount of regulated PCB 
wastes associated with "new" 
manufacturing by chemical 
manufacturers and processors [see 
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have pmgtame that do not mesh 
perfectly with the TSCA pmgtam, 
wmmentore etated that for the most 
part. State programs would bs aided by 
this rule in their efforts to track PCB 
waete beyond their borders. Ae 
explained in the proposal, the rule does 
not p e m p t  State laws and d e f e d  to 
d mare etringtyt State-imposed 
requiremente. Also. the final rule, a s  
proposed, essentially adopte the same 
kind of identification numbers used 
under RCRA and require8 use of the 
uniform manifest, to minimize conflicts 
with Slate requirements. 

Commentore supported the propoeed 
rule's emphaeis on adoptins approval 
requirements for commercial storem. 
including cloaure plan and hancial  
responsibility requirements. 
Commentom also supported the 
definition of PCB waste generators in a 
manner that promotes consolidation of 
PCB waste from individual sib8 of use 
to users' storage yards. Also, 
cornmentom generally supported EPA's 
decision to h i t  the generator 
notification requirements only to 
generatom who operate their own 
storage areae. and to use a 
relinquishment of control criterion to 
define when a generator must manifest 
waete. Cornmentors agreed with the 
decision to require approvals only for 
commercial etorere, and not for all 
stomge facilitiee. Coupled with 
conunents that generally approved of 
the provisions of the proposed rule, 
were requests and euggeatiam to 
improve the regulation by clarffying its 
coverage and reducing the regdated 
community's paperwork burdens. ' 

B. Generution of X B  Waste 
The proposed rule defined and used 

the t e rn  generetar of PCB waste In a 
manner to maintain ae much 
consistency ee poseible with the RCRA 
tracking syetem for hazardous waatee, 
whlch fo rm the model for much of thie 
rule. 

The proposed rule defined "generator 
of PCB waete" ae any pereon whose act 
or procese produce8 PCBe that are 
regulated for diepoeal under TSCA, or 
whose act first cawee a "PCB" or "PCB 
Item" to become eubject to the subpart 
D disposal requirements of 40 CPR part 
761. See the preamble to the pmpoeed 
rule (53 FR 37438) for a discuseion of 
which enUHee could qualify a s  
generators under this definition. 

The pmposed.definition ie eimilar to 
the RCRA definition of "generator" at 40 
CPR 280.14 but it M e n  from the RCRA 
defdffon h one important respect In 
the context of the pmpwed.rule. the 
term "generator of PCB waste" generally 
referred to the "pereon" (see 40 CFR 

: 76131 who creates PCB wastea, and not  
ae would be the ceee under RCRA. to 
the individual eitee where particular 
PCEe or PCB I t em were used before 
they became PCB waste. 

Section 701.3 defines "person" to 
include inbfviduale, government entities. 
corpmtione, and other business 
associations, eo the intent of the 
propoeed definition of "generator of PCB 
waste" generally wae to promote the 
consolida!ion of all of the PCB waste 
created by a given "pkmon". under one 
generator Identification. regardlees of 
the number of sitee, f.e., each location 
where that "pereon" might use. own, or 
contml iteme of electrical equipment. 
TAe only exceptfon ir where another 
regulation expressly calla for 0 site- 
specific meaning of the term "generator 
of PCB waeta." In such a case, the site- 
specific requirement contmle. The only 
site-specific reference to generator in 
the proposed rule ie the requirement that 
the users, ownere, or processors of PCBa 
or PCB lteme who maintain their own 
4 701.65@) etorqe facilities for PCBs 
must subniit unique generator 
notification8 to =A for each of their 
PCB storage facilities. In caeee where 
the "generator" own8 or operates 
stomge facilitiee, each site of generator 
storage is treated as a unique "generator 
of PCB waete" for purposes of this 
reguletion. As such, PCB waete 
transported from the etorage facilitie~ 
would be manifested from the storage 
sites and the manifeste would reference 
the etorage facilities' unique EPA 
identification numbera Separate etorage 
areas owned bv the same nenerator on 
the eame would not require 
separate identification The traatment of 
users' and owners' storage facilities ae 
unique generatom in the Anal role is , 
discueeed further In Unit IUl2.b. 
Othemiee, all PCB waste generated by 
a given Individual or company le 
identified with the one coneolidated 
generator who has a single unique 
identiAcation number. 

EPA received many comments on the 
defdtion of "generator of PCB waste." 
Most cornmentom approved of the 
definition. ParHcularly, they eupported 
the definition to allow coneolidation of 
PQB waste from a user1# eitee. 
ClariRcation is needed, they stated, to 
spell out the distinction between "use" 
activities and "waste" activities, lbem 
was also concern expressed that the 
proposal wae unclear as to who was the 
generator when electrical equipment 
underwent servicing, both in the 
dispoeal and repair contexts. 

The concept of "use" has not changed 
with thie rule. PCBs and PCBcontainlng 
material are not "waete" until they are 
no longer used for the purpose they were 

htended for and the decisfon to dispoee 
of them has been made. When 
equipment that has failed ie ehipped 
offeite for repair, it is still coneidered to 
be in use and.~emaine in use while it is 
being serviced. The queetion of who 1s 
the generator of the PCB waste arisee 
whan the decision fe made to dispose of, 
rather than repair B e  equipment. 

To clarify the distinction of who is the 
generator of the PCB waete in the 
different servicing contexte, EPA hee 
expanded the definition in the final r d e  
to include a person "whose decieion 
causes a PCB material etill under hie 
physical control to become subject to 
subpart D disposal requirementan 
Under the de f i t ion  In the final rule, an 
owner of the PCB material would be the 
generator when the owner: 

1. Ships electricar equipment off-site 
to be disposed of or serviced far 
reclaaeification, since these activities 
will produce regulated PCB waste. 

2. Cauaee, that 4 the owner drains or 
hires a service company to drain. on-or 
off-site, fluids containing PC88 at a 
concentration of 50 ppm or more to be 
shipped off-site for disposal, or for 
proceasing of equipment or fluid that 
will reduce its concentration, since 
regulated PCB waste will result. If a 
contractor drains the fluid on-site. the 
manifeet would describe the fluid 
containers a r  PCB waste. If a contractor 
d r a b  the fluid off-dte. the owner'r 
manifest would describe the equipment 
contrtining the fluid a s  PCB wagta 

3. Causes PCB-containing treatment 
k idua l s  to be nenerated on-dte durlnn 
servicing or proPOcessing for disposal 

- 
operations conducted on-eite by the 
o k e r  or by a cantractor. 

In these three cases, the owner is the 
generator bemuse he either p e r f o m  
the operatian that produces the PCB 
waete himself or hires someone to 
perfonn the waste-producing operation. 
understanding that disposal of PCB8 will 
occur. As a generatar. the owner muet 
manifest the PCB Item or equipment. 
The reaiduals generated duPlng the 
processing, however, are generated by 
the proceseor. Thus, the processor m ~ e t  
manifeet the PCBcontaining reaiduals or 
fluid8 gene,mted by tho processing and 
contfnue the manifeet chain for t4e 
equipment, if it ie etill regulated for 
disposal after proceseing. 

The owner is not a generator of PCB 
waete when he shipe PCB-containing 
equipment off-eite for servicing, but has 
not yet made a decieion whether to 
repair the equipment or to dispose of it. 
Thus, the owner need not manifest the 
equipment. There ie no waste at  this 
pofnt ae the equipment Ie still in use. 
Typically, the equipment must be 
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inspected before a decision can be made operate many such facilities. EPA has when service companies are commercial 
that the equipment will be disposed of decided to retain the notification storers, whether storage of PCBs 
or repaired for use. If either the servicing requirement as proposed, for generators belonging to an affiliated or subeidiary 
facility or the owner decides that the with PCB storage facilities. company makes a facility a commercial 
equipment cannot be serviced, the One large corporation wanted storage facility, whether there ehould be 
equipment becomes PCB waste and the clarification that its subsidiaries had the a time or quantity cut-off consideratioa 
servicer or processor becomes the option to notify EPA individually, and the status of laboratories and their 
generator of the PCB waste, (both the that not all were required to use the samples, and the statue of natural gas 
equipment and any residuals], and must same identification number. This option df8Mbution companies that collect PCB 
manifest the PCB waste. exists. Any entity that requests it is containing liquida from their cuetomerev 

One commentor recommended the given its own unique identification 
RCRA policy of allowing the parties 

equipment. 
number. 

involved in a transaction to detennhe Another comment suggested that EPA has modified the definition of 
who would be the responsible generator where several companies occupy the commercial storer in three ways in the 
for compliance requirements. EPA la same site, the site should be treated as fSnal to address these 
rejecting this policy for PCBs for the one generator for purposes of the nde. the de- the "omedby 
sake of uniformity of its PCB These generatom share a common others" criterion has been dropped in 

I regulations. It is simpler for EPA to storage facili here their PCB wante favor of lwluage that limit8 coverage to 
enforce this rule if it uses a general * comminsletGd feel that a waste generated by others and PCB 
definition of responsibility for EPA identification number for the site that rem~ved during aedcing 
manifesting PCB waste. would be environmentally acceptable of othen' electrfcal equipment and 

A commentor suggested the term and would not Interfere with the bmkered for deposal. Second, EPA has 
"shipment odghator" rather than tracking of the PCB waste generated added a de mfnimis quantity standard. 

I "generator" be  used for a firm that Bom that site. EPA accepts this site- so that a facility that stored 5.00 gallons 
commingles PCBs from different sources oriented treatment with the or less of PCBs at any time would not 
for shipment. This terminology would underetanding that a site that stores require approval. Third, the definition in 
allegedly avoid the liability connotation PCB waste generated by unrelated the final rule states that a generator who 
of generator. EPA does not consider it eneratorn is a commercial storage stores his own waste is not required to 
adviaable to introduce another facility. The facility addrees would be eeek approval a s  a commercial storer 
definition since the term "generator" issued an individual identification unless the PCB waste was removed 
accurately describes the comrningler. A number in any event since the EPA while servicing the equipment owned by 
shipment originator, who combines PCB Identification Number system would othen and brokered for disposal. The 
waste from different sources into a new identify the facility on the baeis of the definition also states that those storage 
commingled shipment is a generator of facility's address. The financial facilities that do not require approval 
PCB waste under this rule and must assurance demonetratlon for the under 1 761.85(d) are still subject to the 
manifest the commingled PCB waste. common storage facility would have to storage requirementn of 1 761.85(a), (b). 

Several comments raised the question incorporate adequate financial and (c), where applicable. 
of the status of laboratories and the responsibility by all members of the The small quantity exception exempts 
Sam lee they use for aalysis. This issue agreement or one designated member to horn the commercfal approval 
will %e discuued h Unit lIl.D. ensure adequate coverage if any of the requhments those entities w ~ &  

As previously stated, the commentore participantn decided to withdraw from acquire quantities waete 
supported the definition of generator the agreement. whlch othen, may have generated This 
~ ~ : L " ~ " , P ~ , " K ~ ~  $ f ~ ! ~ ~ ~ , " ~  C. c o m ~ m i a ~  ~ t o m n  o f  ~ a ~ t e  specific exception is cornistent with 

Thus, one utility commented, it would be AS was prop?sed, "Commercial Store* *A's decision to e'iminate Ihe "owned 
required to submit only 1 notification of PCB waste" means the owner or by others" language from the definition 
instead of 80. However, some large operator of a storage facility which is of PCB waste. 
lnduatrlal commenton felt that since all subject to the storage facility standards many the 
faciIities with their own etorage areas of rU) CFR 781.85 (a), (b), and (c] and concern raised by commentom that 

. would have to notify, the consolidation which engages in storage activities waste storage that was a small and 
definition war meaningless. In that involving PCB waete generated or incidental part of an entity's business 
commentor's case, all 165 facilities have owned by others. Commercial storen, of be the burdens le 
storage areas and all facilities would be PCB waste generally perfonn PCB waste process. 
required to notify P A .  As etated earlier storage eervices in exchange for a fee or ~ ~ u ~ m e n t s  ~WIested that the proposed 
In this unit consolidation is employed other compensation. but the receipt. of definltfon would require approvals from 
as  a tool to make the number of compensation la not necessary to qualify c o m ~ a d e s  performing remedial actions 
notifying generaton manageable: a storage facility a s  a commercial storer at Superfund sites, or from natural gas 
however, trackfng the shipment of PCB of PCB waste. It is sufficient that the distribution companies who removed 
waste from storage areas is an essential facility stores PCB waste generated or emall quantities of condensates from 
feature of the cradle-to-grave tracking owned by others. Commercial storen, of thelr customen,' equipment. These 
syetem. Most storage areas that meet PCB waste are required to comply with commenton, pointed out that including 
the requirements in 40 CFR 761.05 store the 1 761.65 facility standards, the such storage within the scope of the 
large quantities of PCBs in an ongoing storage facility approval requirements of defhition of commercial storage would 
manner and, therefore, remain in the 1 761.85(d), the recordkeeping not be consistent with EPA's avowed 
category of thoee PCB waste facilities requirement8 of 1 781.180, and the intention of improving its oversight over 
that the rule covers. W e  there may be applicable requirementn of the tracldng the acttvltiee of the commercfal facilities 
limited exceptions where small system for PCB waste in this rule. that are in the businees of brokering or 
quantities will be stored at such The deflnltion of commercial storers storing waste. The final rule reflects 
facilities, or where one company may received many comments regarding EPA's agreement with these commente. 
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VVhile cornmonte suggested eeveral 
alternative quantities and*tirne limits for 
a small quantitylehort Lime cut-off, EPA 
eelected less than SW gallons ae e 
reaeonable benchmark that would 
dietingdeh the merely incidental etorage 
of PCB waete from etorage that ie more 
characterietic of a larger, commercial . 
activity. Thue, the exception is for any 
facility whoee total PCB waste holdlnga 
d o  not exceed 5M) gallons at any time. 
The 500 gallon cut-off correeponds 
roughly to the contents of two medium- 
sized electrical transformers. or ten 55- 
gallon dnuns. EPA does not believe that 
it would be coat-effective to require the 
smaller, incidental storera to bear the 
significant coets of preparing storage 
approval applicatione. In addition, EPA 
believes that the reeources which EPA 
will commit to the approval process 
would be more effectively utilized if 
focused on the larger commercial 
operations (e.g., brokers) which were 
identified a s  the greateet problems In 
the overeight investigetione by GAO. 

Moreover, EPA does not believe that 
the potential rieke associated with Lhts 
exemption are great relative to the coats 
of extending the approval process to 
cover theee facilities. Such facilities are 
neverthelees eubject to the requirement 
to store the PCB waste in proper 
facilities described in 40 CFR 701.05 and 
to depoee of a container of PCB waete 
within 1 year from the date when the 
Rrst quantity of the PCB waete in the 
container was removed from service for 
deposal. 

EPA agrees with the comment that a 
eervice company is e commercial etorer 
when it drains and etoree for diepoeal e 
cuetomet's fluid that has been 
determined to be PCB waste. EPA has 
expanded the definition of commercial 
etorer in the Anal rule to clarify that the 
storage of PCB fluids (greater than 50 
ppm) removed for diepoeal while 
eervicing the equipment of others is an 
activity that makee one a commercial 
etorer. EPA aleo agrees with the 
comment that a eervice company ie not 
a commercial etorer when it buys 
equipment for resale and subeequently 
drain8 the oil from the equipment for 
diepoeal. When the buyer drainn the oil, 
the buyer in a generator of PCB waste, 
and the drained fluid muet be etored in 
an area that meets the requirementm Ln 
S 701.05 for atorage for dispoeal. Aleo, 
service companiee that drain customers' 
fluids for dieposal are exempted from 
commercial storage approval 
requirements if they qualify for the emall 
quantity exemption, that is, etorage of 
lees than 500 gallons of PCB fluid at any 
time. 

The issue of storage between parent- 
eubeidiariea, eibling companiee, member 
companies of public power aseociatione, 
and companiea held by common holding 
companies has been reviewed. For the 
purposee of the fmal rule, storage of one 
company's PCB waste "by a related 
company" is not commerdal etorage. 
Therefore, etorage between "related 
companies" is exempt in the final rule 
from "commercial etorer" status; 
"Related companies" include a parent 
company and its subeidiaries, sibling 
companies owned by the same parent 
company, companies owned by a 
common holding company, and 
membere of electric cooperatives. EPA 
aesumes that a company will be sell- 
protective enough to eneure that a 
related entity using its facility will have 
a role in the financial aseurance for the 
etorage area. "Related" does not include 
voluntary membership in the game trade 
association since there is no financial or 
managerial relationehip between the 
entities. Common etorage among non- 
related companies is commercial 
storage, as was diecueeed in Unit II1.B. 

Cornmentors pointed out that, under 
the proposed rule. natural gas 
distribution companies would be 
considered commercial storers requiring 
approval because they atore waste 
collected fmm their customers' 
equipment or waete "owned by others." 
With the modification of the definition 
that eliminates the "owned by others" 
criterion, natural gas dietribution 
companies will, for the moet part, no 
longer be eubject to the approval 
requirements. The fact that the waete is 
collected or "generated" by the nahual 
gas dietribution company and 
eubeequently etored by them no longer 
makes them a commercial etorer of PCB 
waste under the modified definition of 
commercial etorer in this h a 1  rule. As 
long as the natural gas dlstributlon 
company ie the generator of the PCB 
waste and does not etore PCB waste 
generated by others.it will not be 
subject to the approval requirementa for 
commercial etorem of PCD waste. 
D. Laboratories and Samples 

Comments requeeted clarification of 
the etatun of laboratoriee which handle 
PCB sample materiaL The propoeed rule 
did not address this issue. A comment 
suggeeted that eamplee should be 
tracked but treated lees rigorouely than 
other PCB waates, by using a receipt 
from a laboratory rather than a 
rnanifeet. Another comment suggeeted 
excluding laboratory eamplee altogether, 
ae is done under RCRA, U certain 
conditions are met. Another comment 
urged that this regulation be connietent 
with EPA'e interpretation that PCB 

earnples being analyzed for enforcement 
cases are etiil in use, and therefore, not 
a waste. 

EPA has coneidered these euggeetions 
and is adopting an approach eimilar to 
RCRA'e for handling laboratory 
eampies, 1.e.. to exclude samples from 
regulation, until the eample is 
determined to be of a concentration 
greater than 50 ppm and its analytical 
use has ended. Since certain PCB 
requiremente hinge on PCB 
concentration, teeting is required to 
establish PCB concentration. 
Coneequently, laboratory samples are 
implicitly authorized for uee, as opposed 
to being under the diepoeal regulations, 
and are considered to remain in use 
until their use for analysis or for an 
enforcement case has ended. Under the 
RCRA approach, samples are not 
regulated a s  hazardous waete when they 
are being ehipped to a laboratory, if 
requirementm for packaging and 
accompanying information are met The 
RCRA approach exempte temporary 
etorage by collectore and laboratoriea 
prior to teeting and aleo after tee- for 
a "epecific purpose" use, such ae until 
the conclueion of a court case or 
enforcement action where further testing 
of a sample may be neceeeary. Thus, 
during thie time there would be handling 
requirements to be met but no 
manifesting, and the laboratory would 
be exempt f d m  the 1 701.05 etorage for 
diepoeal requiremente for eamplee until 
their "uee" autbority ended. At this time 
the PCB waste would have to be 
manifested when shipped off-eite for 
etorane or dieeoeal. Aleo, to erevent 
co& of PC33 waste generated by 
eervicing activities, EPA will exempt 
laboratiries from "commercial stoier" 
approval requirements only when they 
are separate facilities, unaffiliated with 
any entity whoee activities Involve PCBs 
including servicing ehope, and not when 
they are laboratory facilitiee at service 
operations. EPA will exempt'an 
independent laboratory from 
"commercial etorer" epproval when the 
laboratory stores samples held for 
dispoeal In a facility complying with 
9 761.05[b)[l] [I) through [iv) standards 
and the laboratory complies with 
requirements to manifest off-eite 
ehiprnentq of accumulated PCB waste. 
EPA ha8 added 8 701.05(1) to the final 
rule to clarify the etatus of independent 
laboratories and the samples of PCBs 
and PCB Iteme they handle. 
E. Transfer Facility 

'Transfer facility" was defined in the 
propoeed rule as any transportation 
related facility, including loa 
parking areae, storage areae an 9 other dOckss ' 
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION detailed analysis of these comments and The rule requires, among other things, 
AGENCY EPA's response to them, titled that all commercial storers of PCB waste 

"Response to Comments on the prepare closure plans for their facilities, 
40 CFR Part 761 Proposed Notification end Manifesting and demonstrate their financial 

Rule" is in the public record for this rule. responsibility for the closure of their 
[ O P W 2 0 5 0 6 ;  FRL 3607-51 The preamble to the proposed rule PCB storage areas. Storers of PCB waste 
RIN 207+A883 included a description of the legal who cannot demonstrate compliance 

authority for the rule, background of the with the d e ' e  financial assurance for 
Pobchlorlnated Blphenylb; Notltlcatlon PCB dk'Josal problems. Congressional closure requirements will be required to 
and Manlfestlng tot PCB Waste concerns, definitions, description of cease operations and close their 
ActlvltJe8 persons affected by the rule, a facilitiee. 

discussion of the issues involved. and a 
AaeNCY: Environmental Protection summary of the economic consequences Authority 
Agency (EPA). of the rule (53 FR 37436). This rule is issued pursuant to section 
ACTION: Final rule. I. Overview of the Rulemaking 6(e)(l) of TSCA. Section 6[e)(l)(A) gives 

SUMMARY: EPA is  finalizing amendment8 EPA regulates the disposal and 
the Administrator the authority to 
promulgate rules prescribing the t o  its disposal and storage regulations etortige for disposal of PCBs under ite methoda for disposal of PCBs. (15 U.S.C. for polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs). TSCA section 8(e)(l) authority, rather 2605(~)(1)(A)). TSCA 

This document contains (1) notification than its authority to regulate the 
requirements for certain entities that 

section 6[e)[l)(B) provides broad 
management of waste under authority far EPA to promulgate rules 

handle PCB waste, (2) requirements for Subtitle C of the Resource Conservation that would: 
certain entities to prepare and carry a and Recovery Act (RCRA). unless the 
manifest for purposes of tracking the PCB waste also meets the definition of [B) ' ' ' require polychlorinated 
disposal of PCB waste, and (3) RCRA hazardous waste. EPA has biphenyls to be marked with clear and 
requirements that a commercial storer of identified several areas where adequate warnings, end instructions with 
PCB waste. (i) obtain approval from the improvements are needed in its TSCA ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ ' ' , " ~ i  $2k::s",kt EPA Regional Administrator or from the program for PCB waste, and these any combination of euch activities. (15 U.S.C. 
Director of the Exposure Evaluation improvements require the promulgation 2m(e)(l,(B), 
Division [Director, EED), Office of of additional disposal and storage 
Pestiddes and Toxic Substances, for a requirements. EPI\ has concluded that Consistent with this authority, EPA is 
commercial storage facility that is  part the most pressing of the needed program implementing a waste tracking system 
of a disposal facility for which !he improvements are the addition of an for PCB waste which consists of 
Director, EED issued the approval for eff~ct ive tracking system for PCB waste shippil~g documents (manifests) and 
disposal, (ii) develop closure plans for and the addition of on approval other records and reports under TSCA 
their facilities, and (iii) demonstrate mechanism for the commercial storcrs section 6[e][l). Tracking requirements 
financial responsibility fur closure. ~ 1 ~ 0 ,  who act as intermediate storers of PCB ure necessary for effective management 
this notice amends the PCB waste prior to its disposal. of PCB disposal by EPA, and the 
recordkeeping requirements. This rule adds to the PCB disposal manifests contain warnings and 

DATE In accordance with 40 requirements a tracking system for PCB instructions to be followed by others in 
CFR 23.5 FR 7271), this rule be waste akin to the "cradle-to-grave" connection with the processing, 
promulgated for purposes of judicial tracking system for hazardous wastes transport, and disposal of PCB waste. 
review at  I p.m. Eastern Daylight on -n!iich EPA promulgated under RCRA Therefore, promulgation of the tracking 
January 4.1990. These amendments Subtitle C. The rule includes a system for PCB waste is clearly 

shall be effective February 5,1990. requirement that certain entities among authorized by TSCA section e[e)[l). 
those who handle (generate, transport. EPA also regulate8 the storage of PCB NRTHER lNFoRMATloN CONTACf: store and/or broker, or dispose) 

Michael M. Stahl, Director, waste prior to disposal under its TSCA regulated PCB waste must notify EPA of section 8(e)(l) disposal authority for Environmental Assistance Division ( T S  their ~ c B ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  so that 
799). Office of Toxic Substances, Rm. FP A~~~~~ may obtain basic information PCBs. The current requirements for PCB 

storage facilities are codified at 40 CFR 
543B PrOtectiO1l about the nature, location, and extent of 761.65. ~ h ~ ~ ~ f ~ ~ ~ ,  these amendments to 
401 MSt.9 SW* Washington. DC20.160. these activities. The nile further requires the storage in 761.65 are (2.2) 5541404. TDD: (202) 5.544557. that each such entity notifying EPA also promulgated under section 0(e)(l) 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORIKATIOK: EPA obtzi-. morn the Agency a unique 
issued a proposed rule under the 

of TSCA. 
identificat~on number which will 

authority of section e(e)[l) of the Toxic identify that entity in the shipping Ill. Discussion of the Rule and 
Substances Control Act (TSCA), 15 doczments (manifests) and other Comments Made on the Proposal 
U.S.C. 2605(e)(l), which was published records and reports that constitute the A. ~enero~Reoctjon toProposedRule in the Federal Register of September 28, PCB waste tracking system. Thc rule 
1988 (53 FR 37438). to amend its PCB elso describes the manifest system that In general, the comments received on 
storage end disposal regulations, which will be implemented to track the the proposed ruie supported EPA's 
a re  codified in subpart U. 40 CFR part movement of PCB waste from the point handling of the issues. There was strong 
761. The comment period was extended of generation to the point of disposal. support for retaining disposal of PCBs 
to end on November 25.1988. A public and it describes the recordkeeping and under TSCA rather than shifting the 
hearing was requested and was held on reporting requirements that complete the program to RCRA, and for adopting a 
December 13,1908. Comments on the tracking system. PCB waste tracking system similar to 
proposed rule were submitted by 62 This rule also adds to the PCB storuge the RCRA notification and manifesting 
entities. All comments were considered regulations an approval mechanism for process. Although some comments 
in the preparation of the final rule. A the commercial siorers of PCB waste. registered concern that a-few States 
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ba re  programs that do not mesh 
perfeccj with the TSCA program. 
commenloi's stated that, for the most 
pa% State programs would be tlidcd by 
h i s  rule in heir  efforls to t;.rck I'CB 
waste beycnd their borders. As 
exl;!ained in the p:opcsal. the n l e  does 
not  preempt S:ate laic-o and deferred lo 
aU xore s t~kgan t  State-impcsed 
requkirients. Alsa. !!!e h a 1  w!r. as 
propo.jed, cssential!jr adopts the s h o e  
kind of iilentificatiun numberv uscd 
~r1d.r RC9.5 3r.d requires usc 01 tho 
u i l o x ,  ~ a n i f e s t  to minimize conf!icfs 
~ 1 ! 5  State reqru'rements. 

C:;;hl;i:rl.n:cry - f ~ I : r i ~ r t . 3 . 4 ?  tktc! "'.I\,::., . ,< r . .  ,.,. *.A 

r:<e's cnphzsis cn H?I.:~L!TI? SPPIOY '4 
reqirrnzents for comz:arr.iril s!nr~:.s, 
incl~?:;iap ciosure p l d ~ .  and Ez:jrcinl 
rr?sponsibili:y re?circmmts. 
Crzmrner~;crs aiso suppc.rtcd !be 
definjticz of PCB waste ganercl!ois in u 
manner that promotes consolidation of 
PCB wcste frqm individxal site: of use 
to csers' storape yards. Also. 
con-men:ora generally supported IPA's 
decision to l i ~ t  tSe generator 
notification requkementa trnly ~ I J  

generators who operate their own 
storage areas. end 10 use R 
re!inquishment of coc:nl c! i te : i c~~  to 
d e i i : : ~  whin a gene:nror rr.11st mani%sl 
wasle. Cfimxciltnrs ay:.eed w ~ t h  r!?.? 
decision to requirz a;prova;s uni;; fur 
commercial s:orcrs, and not fcr s!! 
s:nrage f3t:ii!j.?3. Cc1:j:irfii twi!h 
corr,nlents +.a! ger.er&y approved oi 
the provioicl:s ui the propcisi-d ru!~.. 
were requests acd suggestions to 
improve h e  regu1ation.b~ clarifyins its 
coverage and reducing the regulated 
ccnmunity'a paporwork burdens. 

Tine proposed ~ l e  deEned and used 
the term gencra!or of PCB waste in a 
manner to maintain as  much 
consistency a s  possible with the RCRB 
tracking system for hazardous wastes. 
which forms tha ncdsl  for mrrch of this 
r ~ l e .  

The propcsed rule defined "geoer~tor 
of PCB waste" as  any person whose act 
or process produces P a s  that are 
regulated ior disposal mder  TSCA, or 
whose act first causea a "PCB" or "PCB 
Item" to become subject to the subpart 
D disposd req~irements of 40 CFX part 
781. See the preamble to the proposod 
rule (53 FR 37438) for a discussion of 
which entities could qualify a s  
ge~era tors  under this definition. 
The proposed definition is similar lo 

the RCRA defirition of "generator" a t  90 
CFR 260.10. but it d i f fm from the RCRA 
dcfini:ion in cne importaa? res~cc t .  111 

the context of &o proposed rule. the 
t a m  "generator of PCB waste" yen~rnlly 
refc*rred to !he "pe~scln" (see 40 CtT 

701.31 who creates PCB wastes, and not, 
as would be the case under RCRA. to 
the individual sites where particular 
PCBs or PCU hems wore used belbro 
they became PCB waste. 

Saction 761.3 defines "person" to 
include individuals, government entities. 
corporaticns, and other business 
asaocia!ions. so the intent of the 
proposed definition of "generator of PC3 
v;~s!e"  generally was to promote the 
c;onso!idarion of all of the PCB wade  
c:~.ntz l i  by a giver. "person" u.-.de~. oce 
gcnere?or identification, reg-3rdle3s of 
the nu:rrber of sites, i.e., each locatirir~ 
;**lhci.!? :>at "person" ;night use, o...+:?, c 1  

c.t;.llrr;, t :nrr~s cf e!ac;ricel eq'~i~ni:n!. 
, . 
!hi! u!?iy r?xcc!pt!on io where another 
re;-:laljr~n e s ~ ~ c s e l y  ca!ls for a site- 
spet:iric meaning of ;he term "ger:eia!:~r 
o l  PCB wcls!e." In such a case, the si:e- 
spccilic reqtiirement coctro!~. The on!y 
zito-sp.:ci!ic reference to gens:aior in 
the prcposed n ~ l e  ie the reqdrc-ment that 
the ~52:*9, C ~ C F S .  or processors of PCBs 
or PCB i i e : ~ ~  who maintain their ow- 
§ 7&1.65!b] stc-rge facilities for PCBs 
must submit unique generator 
notilic;l!inns to EPA for each of thpir 
PCR storage facilities. In cases whnre 
ti:c ''~:?ners!!?rW owns or op<ra!eo 
siirilgl: fatiilities, eilr:h site of generi!or 
s!or:;gct is  trira!ad as  a ::niqw ")??r,~::i!or 
of FCY was:e" lor pr?voses c;t ibis  
r.c:.;:~!il!io!~. Aa s~.~ch,  PCB w s ! e  
1:-*i:::;por!ed from the storage f:xiliiies 
vduuld Le munifcsted from the sto iep 
5iics. and the manifestn would refera:cc: 
the storage facilities' unique EP.4 
identification numbers. Separate stcjrage 
areas owned by the same generator on 
the same prgperty would not requite 
separate identification. The treatmen1 of 
user.' end owners' storage faci!ities a s  
unique generatars in the final n l a  is 
discuseed further in Unit 1II.IZ.b. 
Otherwise, all PCB waste genera!ed by 
s glvcn individual or company ie 
identified with the one consolidtl!zd 
generator who has e eingle unique 
identification number. 

FJA received many comments on the 
definition of "generator of PCB waste." 
Most commentors approved of the 
definition. Particularly, they supported 
the definition to allow consolidation of 
PCB wsate from a user's sites. 
Clarification is needed. they etated, to 
spell out the distinction between "use" 
activities and "waste" activities. There 
was also concern expressed that the 
proposal was unclear a s  to who wee the 
generator when electrical equipment 
11ndel ;vent ecnricing, both in the 
c%sposal and repair contexts. 

.I.& ... c % concept of "use" has not changed 
with  his wle. PCBs axd PCB-containing 
rnaterinl are not "waste" until they are 
n:, Innper uscd for the purpa~e they \;we 

Intended for and the dhcision to dispose 
of them has been made. When 
equipment thal has failed is shipped 
cffsite for repak, It is s!ill considered to 
be in use snd re~zaicu in use while it is 
bzinl: serviced. The q?!r?sticn of who i s  
tho generator of the PCB waste arisos 
when the decision is made to dispose of. 
rother than repair L!e equipment. 
1'5 clarify tine distinction of who i r  the 

gcncrator cf the PCB waste in the 
d~iiercrat servicing contexts. EPA h2s 
expanded ikr definition in the iinal ruir 
to izclude a perscn "whose decisian 
causes a P3B nateriol still under his 
ph:;sica! coCi!:.:l !r! bec:~n:e subiect to 
sahya:.~ U dispesal rey~~irements." 
U ~ : ~ i c r  ih; deiini9on in tlie final rulq an  
c.wr.nr of the PCB ms:erial v;m:d be the 
peneratr.: when the ( I V J ~ ~ ~ T :  

1. Ships clr?c!rica! equipment 0x3-silt 
!o be dispose3 of or serviced for 
rer.!:!suiiicaticn. since these activities 
wi)! produce regdated FC3 waste. 

2. Causes, ibat is, the owner drains or 
hiresa ssnpice company to drain, on-or 
off-site, fluids containing PCBs a t  a 
cc?ncuritration o i  M ppn: or more to be 
sl~lpped off-site fgr disposal. or far 
..w.r lcessing of eqliipment or f?~Gr! &JI 

wi:l red~rca i : i  conceiltr;ltion. sin~;e 
r y  ~id!a?d PCB was'e will restilt. If a 
CU::!:P.,:~O:. bins the fizid on-si:e, the 
.manifest would d~scr ibe  tiis fluid: 
c c~ t a i c r r s  ss PC3 woste. If a conkactor 
didifis tke l!uid off-site. the owner's 
manifcrt wouill describe the equipment 
containing h e  fluid a s  PCB wantc. 

3. Causes PCB-containing treatment 
residuala to be generated on-site during 
servicing or processing for disposal 
ope:atiors conducted on-site by the 
owner or by a conlractor. 
hi these !.bee cases, the owner ia the 

gencrator because he either performs 
. the cperation that.produces the PCB 

waste himself or hires someone 10 
perform the waste-producing operation. 
understanding that disposal of PCBs will 
occur. As a generator. the owner must 
manifest the PCB Item or equipment. 
The residuals generated during the 
processing, however. are generated by 
the processor. Thus the processor must 
manifest the PCB-containing residuals or 
fluids generated by the processing and 
continue the manifest. chain for the 
equipment, if it is still regulated for 
disposal af!er proceseing. 

The owmsr fe not a generator of PCB 
waste when he ships PCB-containing 
equipment off-sits for servicing, but has 
not yct n l d s  a decision whether to 
r e y i r  thz equ ipn~c~ t  or to dispose of it. 
*iIt:s. the cwner n?ed not manifest tbc 
equipment. There is no waste at this 
polnt as the equipment is still in uae. 
Typically. the zc!tiipment muet be 
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inspected before a decision can be made' 
that the equipment will be disposed of 
or repaired for use. If elther the servicing 
facility or the owner decides that the 
equipment cannot be serviced, the 
equipment becomes PCB waste and the 
s e ~ c e r  or processor becomes the 
generator of the PCB waste, (both the 
equipment and any residuals), and must 
manifest the PCB waste. 

One commentor recommended the 
RCRA policy of allowing the parties 
involved in a transaction to determine 
who would be the responsible generator 
for compliance requirements. EPA Is 
rejecting this policy for PCBs for the 
sake of uniformity of its PCB 
regulations. It is simpler for EPA to 
enforce this rule iT it uses a general 
definition of responsibility for 
manifesting PCB waste. 

A commentor suggested the term 
"shipment originator" rather than 
"generator" be used for a firm that 
commingles PCBs from different sources 
for shipment. This terminology would 
allegedly avoid the liability connotation 
of generator. EPA does not conslder it 
advisable to introduce another 
definition since the term "generator" 
accuratelv describes the comminnler. A 
ehipment"originator, who combines PCB 
waste from different sources into a new 
commingled shipment, is a generator of 
PCB waste under this rule and must 
manifest the commingled PCD waste. 

Several comments raised the question 
of the status of laboratories andthe 
samples they use for analysis. This issue 
will be discussed in Unit 1II.D. 

As  previously stated, the commentors 
supported the definition of generator 
which would promote the consolidation 
of waste from a user's different sites. 
Thus, one utility commented, it would he 
required to submit only 1 notification 
instead of 80. However, some large 
industrial commentors felt that since all 
facilities with their own storage areas 
would have to notify, the consolidation 
definition wae meaningless. In that 
commentor's case, all 165 facilities have 
storage areas and all facilities would be 
required to notify EPA. As stated earlier 
in this unit, consolidation is employed 
a s  a tool to make the number of 
notifying generators manageable; 
however, tracking the shipment of PCB 
waste from storage areas is an essential 
feature of the cradle-to-grave tracking 
system. Most storage areas that meet 
the requirements in 40 CFR 761.65 #tore 
large quantities of PCBs in an ongoing 
manner and, therefore, remain in the 
category of those PCB waste futilities 
that the rule covers. While there may be 
limited exceptions where small 
quantities will be stored at  such 
facilities. or where one ccjmpany nlay 

operate many such facilities, EPA has 
decided to retain the notification 
requirement, as  proposed. for goneratore 
with PCB storage facilities. 

One large corporation wanted 
clarification that its subsidiaries had the 
option to notity EPA individually, and 
that not ell were required to use the 
same identification number. This option 
exists. Any entity that requests it is 
given its own unique ldentiflcatton 
number. 

Another comment suggested that 
where several companies occupy the 
same site. the site should be treated a s  
one generator for purposes of the rule. 
These generators share a common 
storage facility, w h e n  their PCB waste 
is commingled, and feel that a single 
EPA Identification number for the site 
would be environmentally acceptable 
and would not interfere with the 
tracking of the PCB waste generated 
from that site. EPA accepts this site- 
oriented treatment with the 
understanding thnt a site that storec 
PCB waste generated by unrelated 
generaton ie a commercial storage 
facility. The facility address would be  
issued an individual identification 
number in any event, since the EPA 
Identification Number system would 
identify the facility on the basis of the 
facility's address. The fmancial 
assuriince demonstration for the 
common storare facilitv would have to 
incorporate advequate financial 
responsibility by all members of the 
agreement or one designated member to 
ensure adequate coverage if any of the 
participants decided to withdraw from 
the agreement. 

C. CommemioI Starers of PCB Waste 
As was proposed, "Commercial Storer 

of PCB waste" means the owner or 
operator of a storage facility which is 
subject to the storage facility standards 
of 40 CFX 761.85 (a], @], and [c! and 
which engages In storage acbvlties 
involving PCB waste generated or 
owned by others. Commercial storers of 
PCB waste generally perform PCB waste 
storage services In exchange for a fee or 
other compells;ltion. but the receipt of 
compensation is not necessary to qualify 
a storege facility a s  a commercial storer 
of PCB waste. It is sufficient that the 
facility stores FCB waste generated or 
owned by others. Commercial storers of 
PCB waste are required to con~ply with 
the 8 781.65 facility slandards, the 
storage facility approval requirements of 
P 761.85Idl, the recordkeedna 
requirements of 8 781.180;ard the 
applicable requirements of the tracking 
system for PCB waste in this rule. 

The definition of commercial storers 
; received many comments regarding 

when service companiee are commercial 
storers, whelher storage of PCBs 
belonging to an affiliated or subsidiary 
company makes a facility a commercial 
storage facility, whether there should be 
a time or quantity cut-off consideration, 
the status of laboratories and their 
samples, end the status of natural gas 
distribution companies that collect PCB 
containing liquids from their customers* 
eaui~ment. a- . 

EPA has modified the definition of 
commercial storer in three ways in the 
final rule to address these comments. 
First, in the final rule. the " o m e d  by 
others" criterion has been dropped in 
favor of language that h i t s  coverage to 
PCB waste generated by others and PC38 
waste that is removed during servicing 
of others' electrical equipment and 
brokered for disposal. Second, EPA has 
added e de minimis quantity standard, 
so that a facility that stored 500 gallons 
or less of PCBs at any time would not 
require approval. Third, the definition in 
the final rule states that a generator who 
stores his own waste is not required to 
seek approval as a commercial etorer 
unless the PCB waste was removed 
while servicing the equipment owned by 
others and brokered for disposal. The 
definition also states that those storage 
facilities that do not require approval 
under 1 761.6516) are still eobject to the 
storage requirements of 3 761.65(a). (b), 
and (c). where applicable. 

The srnall q*~antity exception exempts 
from the commercial storage approval 
requirements those entities which 
acquire small quantities of PCB waste 
which othera moy have generated. This 
specific exception is consistent with 
EPA's d e c ~ s ~ o n  to eliminate the " o m e d  
by others" language from the definition 
of commercial storer of PCB waste. 
lhese  changes address many-of the - 

concerns raised by commentors that 
waste storage that was a small and 
incidental part of on entity's business 
would be subject to the burdens of the 
approval process. For example. 
comments suggested that the proposed 
desnition would - *quire app:,,vels from 
companies performing rcinedial actions 
a t  Superfund sites, or from natural gas 
distribution cornptinies who removed 
small quantities of condensates from 
their customers' equipment. These 
comrnentors pointed out that including 
such storage within the scope of the 
def~nition of commercial storage wculd 
not be consistent with EPA's avowed 
intention of improving its oversight over 
the sctivities of h e  ~omrnercial facilities 
that are in the business of brokering or 
storing waste. The final rule reflects 
EPA'e agreement with these comments. 
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While comments suggested several The iaaue of storage between parent- samples being analyzed for enforcement 
alternative quantities and time limits for subsidiaries, eib!lng companies. member cases are still in use, and therefore, not 
a amall quantity/short time cu ts& EPA companies of public power associations, a waste. 
selected less than 500 gallons as a and com~anfes  held by common holding EpA has considered these suggestions 
reasonable benchmark that would companies has been reviewed. For the and is an approach similar 10 
distinguish the merely incidental storage PurPoSea of the final rule* Storage of one RCRA's for handing laboratory 
of PCB waste from storage &at is more company'a PCB waste "by a relaled samples, 1.e.. to exclude samples from 
characteristic of a larger, commercial C O ~ P ~ ~ Y "  is not~ommercial  storage. regulation. until the sample is 
activity. n u s ,  the exception is for any Therefore, s t o k e  between "related determined to be  of a concentration 
facility whose total PCB waste holdings c ~ m ~ a n i e a "  is in the greater than 50 ppm and its acalytical 
do not exceed 5Oi.l gallons at  any time. fmm starer" status. use hss  endcd. S i c c  certain PCB 
The 500 gallon cut-off corresponds "Related companies" include a parent requirements hinge on PCB 
roughly to the contents of two medium- company and its subsidiaries* sibling concentration. testing is rpquired to 
sized electrical tranjforr;lers, or ten 55- by the same parent establish PCB concentration. 
gallon dams.  EPA does not believe that companies by a Consequently, lal:ora!ory samples are 
it would be cost-effective to require tbc common holding company, and impl!citly authorized for use, as  opposed 

Of electric cooperatives. to being under the disposal rsgulations. ~nloller,  incidental storcn to bear the assw.es that a company will be self- 
significant costs of preparing s t c r ~  protective to errsure t\at a 2nd are considered to remch in use 

unti! their use for analysiv or for an 
ap~roval'npplicatiOns. In addition' related entity using Its filcility will have has Under he 

that the resourns EPA a role in the financial nssuraxca for the RCRA s5mples not will commit to the approval process storage area. "Related" does not include r,gulated as hazardous waste when they be more effectively if voluntary membership in the same trade being shipped to a laboratory, if focused on the larger commercial association since there is no Iinarrcial or for packaging and operations (e.g.. brokers) which were lnanagerial relationsilip between the accompanying information are met. The 
identified a s  the Beatest problems in entities. Conunon storage among non- R ~ R A  oppmach temporary 
the oversight investigations by ChO. related companies is commercial s t o r a ~ e  by col!ectors and laboratories 

Moreover, ETA does not believe that storage, a s  was discussed in Unit 1U.B. prior to testing ant! also after tL.,ting for the potectial risks associa!cd rvith this Commentors pointed out that, under a puvose- such as until 
exempticn are great rehtive to t t e  costs the proposed rule, natural gas tL.e conc!u.sion of a co!~rt rosz or 
of extending the epproral process to distribution compacies wo.~ld be cr!forcrmsrrt actian whcro further testing 
cover these facilities. Such faci!i!ies are considered commercial storers rcviii::: c ~ f  s scln;pl.: m2y be ncixzcx;.. Thus. 
nevertheless subjest 1.0 tha iequirenent appro:.al bccausc thay store wast.3 

collec!ed frcm their customers' during this time there would be hand!ing to store thc PCB rvaste in proper reqr~irements to be met but DO 
facilities described in 43  CFR 761.55 acd equipment or waste "owned by oihers-" mnnifcsting, the laboratory wolild 
to dispose of a contaher of PCB waste With the modification of the delini:ion 
within 1 year from the date when the that eliminates the "owned bjr others" he exempt frcm the 9 761.65 storage for 

critarioia, natural gas distribution disposal requirements for ~;rnp!cs until 
first quantity of h e  PCB waste in the their "use" authority ended. At this time 
container was removed from service for corfi~anies will. for the most Part, no . ,he PCB waste would have to be. 
disposal. locger be subject The to fact the that approval the waete is manifested when shipped off-site for 
EPA agrees with the comment that a 

senice company is a commercial storet collected or "generated" by the natural storage or disposal. Also, to prevent 
comn~ingling of PCB waste generated by 

when it drains cnd stores for dispojal a 
gas subsequently distribution etored by them and no IaEger ~ " v i ~ i n 8  EPA wiil exempt 

customer's fluid that has been makes thsm a commercial etorer ofpCB laboratories from "commercial storer" 
determined to be PCB waste. EPA has 
apanded dewtion of cormercial , waste under the modified defiition of requirements Ody when they 
starer in the rmal rule to clarify that the 

commercial storer in this final rule. As are separate facilities. unaffiliated with 
long as  the natural gas distribution any entity whose activities involve PCBs 

storage of PCB fluids (greater than 50 company is the generator of he Pa including servicing shops. and not when 
ppm] removed for disposal while waste and does not P,-B waste they are laboratory facilities at  service 

' s e d c i n g  the equipment of others is an generated by it will not be operations. EPA will exempt an 
activity that makea one a commercial to the approval requirements for independent laboratory from 
storer. EPP. also agrees with the commercial storers of PCB waste. "commercial storer" approval when the 
comment t l~a t  a service compaqy is not laboratory stores samples held for 
a commercial storer when it buys D. Labomtories and Samples disposal in a facility complying with 
equipment for resale and eubsequentl~ Co-ents requested clarification of f 761.65(b)[l) (il through (iv] standards 
drains the 0.d &om the equipme~t for the itatus of laboratories which handle and the laboratory complles yith 
disposal. When the buyer drains the oil. PCB sample materfal. f i e  proposed d e  requirements to manifest off-6ite 
the buyer is a generator of PCB waste. did not address this issue. A comment shipments of accumulated PCB waste. 
and the drained fluid must be stored in suggested that samples should be EPA has added 8 781.65(i) to the final 
an area that meets the requirements in tracked but treated less eo rous ly  than rule to clarify the status of independent 

781.65 for atorage for disposal. Also. other PCB wastes, by using a receipt laboratories and the samples of PCBs 
service companies that drain customers' from a laboratory rather than a and PCB Items they handle. 
f l ~ i d s  for disposal are exempted from manifest. Another comment suggested Troasfer FQciljry commercial storage approval excluding laboratory samples altogether, 
requirements if they qualify for the small as  is done under RCRA, if certain "Tra~sler  facility" was defined in the 
quantity exemption, that is. storage of conditions are met. Another comment proposed rule as any transportalion 
less than 500 gallons of PCB fluid a t  any urged that this regulation be consistent related facility, including loading docks, 
time. with EPA's interpretation that PCB parking areas, storage areas and other 
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similar areas where shipments of PCB 
waste are heid d d n g  the normal course 
of transportat~on. In the Anal rule, the 
worde "storage area" were removed 
from the Arst sentence of the definition 
since storage areas are specifically dealt 
with in the third sentence of the 
definition. There are no further changes. 
Ae wae  propoaed. PCB waste storage 
areae at transfer facilitiee are required 
to comply w t b  the storage facility 
standards of $ 761.65, but they are 
exempt from h e  approval requirements 
of 4 701.65(d), udesa they etore the same 
PCB waste for a period longer than 10 
coneecutive days. Trannport vehicles are 
not  transfer facilitiee under this 

- d e f d t l o n  unless they are used for the 
storage of PCB waste. rather than for 
actual transport activities. If transport 
vehicles are used for storage they must 
meet the requirements of fi 761.65 [bl or . - 
(~117). 

There were some reaueste for 
clarilication of the d e h t i o n  of transfer 
facilities. Railroad facilities and 
"int~rmodal facilities." like other 
transfer facil~ties. are subject to 8 761.65 
storage facility standards in areas 
whem they have a segregated area to 
store PCBs. Itowever, a loading area, a n  
area in which a trucked-in trailer is 
moved onto a railroad flatcar, an  
exsmple given in one comment, is not a 
storage area. The 10-days of consecutive 
storage limitntion is allowed to provide 
trains, trucks, and other transport 
vehicles a period in which to unload the 
PCB waste and hold it until the PCB 
wnste can be loaded onto the next 
connecting transport vehicle. While the 
10-day storage period exempts the 
transfer facility hom storage approval 
requirements, it has no effect on the 1- 
year  storage until disposal requirement. 
The  1-year limitation clock on storage 
prior to disposal continues to run during 
the period of time the PCB waste is a t  
the transfer facility. Another commentor 
asked whether transporters with storage 
facilities must maintain annual 
documents. Only those transporters who 
hold PCB waste in storage for more than 
10 days would have to maintain annual 
documents, and they would be required 
to comply with the recordkeeping 
requirements of 8 701.180fi). 

F. Transportsr of PCB Waste 
In the proposed rule "transporter of 

PCB waste" was defined to include any 
person engaged in the off-site 
transportation of regulated PCB waste 
b y  air, rail, highway, or water. 
Comments indicated concern that this 
definition could inadvertently include 
transportation of PCB waste for 
consolidation purpose8 by a generator 
prior to transportation to a commercial 

storer or disposer. EPA agreee. To avoid 
this possibility. EPA is changing the 
definition in the final rule to read 
"' ' any person engaged in the off- 
site transportation of regulated PCB 
waste for purposes other than 
consolidat!on by n generator ' ' '." 

Other cornments asked whether the . 
owner or operator of n facility with an 
EPA identification number who also 
transports PCB waste b m  that storage 
facility to an  affiliated commercial 
storer or disposer needs a separate 
identification number ae  a transporter. 
The answer ie no. Only an  Independent 
transporter requiree a n  identification 
number since the parent organization 
hae not lost control of the PCB waste 
when an employee transports the PCB 
waste in a company vehicle. Also, the 
PCB waste can be  tracked through the 
parent organization's identification 
number. 

C. PCB Waste 
The definition of PCB waste in the 

proposed rule is "' ' those PCBs and 
PCB Items that are subject to the 
disposal requirement8 of subpart D." 
Implicit in this definition are the 
answers to some of the questions asked 
in comments. PCBs and PCB Item8 
become subject to disposal requirements 
under subpart D when it has been 
determined that they no longer serve 
their intended purpose and are to be 
disposed. ltems unregulated for 
disposal, such a s  intact, non-leaking 
smnli capacitors and drained P C B  
Contaminated equipment are not subject 
to subpart D disposal requirements and. 
therefore, are not included in this 
definition. As discussed in Unit III.D, 
laboratory samples do  not become FCB 
waste until they are no longer used for 
analytical or enforcement purposes. and 
are to be disposed. Disposal of material 
that results from the cleanup of a spill of 
PCBs at  a concentration of 50 ppm or 
greater is regulated and included in the 
definition. Dilution of waste material to 
bring its PCD concentration down to 
below 50 ppm to avoid any disposal 
requirementy is prohibited under 40 CFR 
761.l(b). 

One comment suggested using waste 
codes to identify PCB waste streams to 
avoid a multiplicity of State waste codes 
assigned by States that regulate PCBs 
under RCRA. Some States pian to share 
a database and prefer to use a simplified 
waste code system. EPA accept8 this 
sugaestion since it will be helpful to 
States for tracking PCB waste to 
disposal. The two PCB waste codes to 
be used are PCB1 for PCB'Articlee. 
tranformere, capacitors, etc., and PCB2 
for PCB Containers. Use of these waste 
codes does not preempt a State's right to 

- -- 

use its own wasta code system if it 
prefers. Use of these waste codes is 
intended to facilitate data exchange 
among cooperating States. 

A commentor suggested that 
"disposer of PCB waste" be redefined to 
include the owner or operator of a 
"mobile technoloay approved by EPA 
for disposal of PCB westes." This 
change is not necessary becauee the 
definition includes m y  facility, whether 
it is mobile or stationary, incinerator or 
alternative technology, approved by 
EPA for the disposal of PCBs. 

JL Tracking System 

The trecklng system for PCB waste 
serves several objectives aimed at  
improving the management and 
enforcement of the national disposal 
program for PCBs. First. the notification 
requirement will provide EeA with basic 
information on the location of and 
activities engaged in by many of those 
persons who handle (generate. store. 
transport, or dispose of] PCB waste. 

Second. the collection of this 
information will facilitate compliance 
monitoring and enforcement under 
TSCA by EPA inspectors. A database of 
PCB waste handlers will provide EPA 
with a basis For taqeting facilities for 
site inspections. 

Third, the submission of notifications 
by PCB waste handers will be a 
prerequisite to the issuance by EPA of 
ident~fication .lumbers to the notifying 
entities. Upon receipt of notifications, 
EPA will issue unique identification 
numbers to all entities required to notify 
under this rule, unless they have 
previously been issued numbers by EPA 
or by State agencies under RCRA 
hazardous waste authority. The use of 
the EPA identification numbers will be 
required in the manifests and the 
associated reports which together 
constitute the waste tracking system. 
When this rule is effective, generators of 
PCB waste may turn over their PCB 
waste only to commerzial storers, 
transporters, and disposers of PCB 
waste who have notified EPA of their , 

PCB waste activities nnd received EPA 
identification numbers and any required 
approvals. Likewise, commercial storers, 
transporters. and disposers of PCB 
waste may accept PCB waste only from 
generators, other commercial storers. 
transporters, and disposers who have 
notitied EPA of their PCB waste 
activities and received identification 
numbers. 

Fourth, by implementing the 
notification and manifesting 
requirements, EPA will be able to track 
shipments of PCB waste from the point 
of generation, through the commerci~l 
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etorage facilitiee and other intermediate 
waste handlers, to the TSCA-permitted 
dieposal units. This tracking device 
creates clear lines of accountability 
among PCB waste handlers. While 
owners and operators of storage and 
dieposal facilities are required under the 
current PCB regulations to keep some 
records on their overall disposition of 
PCB waste, the preparation and 
retention of manifests among fscilities' 
records will provide more unifonn and 
detailed information on the handling of 
particular PCB waste shipments as they 
are moved from generator to ultimate 
disposal sites. 

Fifth, the use of a maniiest system will 
foster the proper handling of PCB was:e 
while it is in transport for disposal. The 
information on the manifest will 
augment the marking and placarding 
requirements for containers and 
transport vehicles in the existing PCB 
regulations. The information recorded 
on the manifest will promote protection 
of health and the environment by 
serving a notice function for persons 
handling PCB waste ae well as 
emergency response personnel. 

There was general agreement emong 
commentors that tracking is urgently 
needed during the peak period of PCB 
disposal and that tracking is appropriate 
for Federal regulation. Some comments 
indicated concern about the duplication 
of notification and manifesting 
requirements in States where PCBs are 
treated as hazardous PCB waste and 
under whose RCRA requirements 
generators are regulated and e:orers 
have permits. Some States also felt they 
would be burdened by requests for 
information on the TSCA rules and that 
they would be sent notification forms 
and copies of manifests. 

EPA is aware that there may be some 
overlap in States that regulate PCBs and 
has attempted to minimize these 
differences. For example. where a PCB 
waste handler has been issued an 
identification number by EPA or a State. 
under the RCRA program, EPA will use 
the eame identification number, after 
verification. when that PCB waste 
handler notifies EPA of its PCB activity. 
Also. EPA is giving explicit instructions 
as to where notification forms and 
a ~ u a l  reports must be sent. EPA thinks 
that these problems are temporary and 
not very signifkant in comparison to the 
problems that the rule solves. 
I. Notification 

As proposed, certain persons who 
generate, store commercially, transport, 
or dispose of regulated PCB waste must 
notify EPA of such activities and receive 
an EPA identification number. This 
notification requirement would apply to 

brokers of PCB disposal services to the 
extent that they qualify as transporters. 
disposers. or as storers of PCB waste 
subject to the storage facility 
requirements of 40 CF'R 701.65. There 
was strong support f6r the proposed 
notification requirement. the use of 
previously issued identificatioil 
numbers, and the temporary use of a 
generic number until FPA issues a 
unique Identification number. The find 
rule adopts the proposed notification 
requirements. 

A comment inquired about what 
database the information received from 
the notifications win be placed on, who 
will have access to the database, end 
how the information will fit into the 
enforcement scheme. A contractor for 
EPA has set up the database for the 
information EPA receives from the 
notifications. FPA Headquarters. EPA 
regional offices, and the FPA contractor 
will have access to the database. 
Enforcement of this rule will be hy the 
EPA regional offices either alone, or in 
conjunction with the States. 

EPA proposed that the TSCA 
notification process be linked to 
manifesting under TSCA, which is 
another part of this rulemakiiig. This is 
similar to the system imposed under 
RCRA. 

1. Iden!ificotion number. To maintain 
consistency with the RCRA notification 
procedures already in place, and to 
avoid subjecting those who may already 
possess RCRA identification numbers to 
ltie burden of being assigned multiple 
numben, EPA proposed to use the 
numbering system adopted under RCRA 
for this rule. 

The RCRA numberir! system 
currently aseigns each notifier a 12-digit 
number. The first 2 characters indicate 
the State in which the facility is located; 
the remaining 10 characters ere the Dun 
and Bradstreet Data Universal 
Numbering (DUN) system numbers. The 
DUN system provides a comprehensive 
listing of U.S. businesses. Federal 
agencies. which are not ticluded in the 
DUN system, would be assigned their 
General Services Administration Real 
Property Number. State and local 
government installations would also be 
assigned unique numbers. Where 
notifications are submitted by mobile 
disposal facilities, EPA will issue each a 
unique number that ties it to the 
business' corporate headquarters or 
other business location identified in 
Item 111 of the notification form. 

Upon notification and vcrffication, 
persons will be issued a unique EPA 
identification number. As of June 4,1990, 
it will be illegal to receive regulated PCB 
waste from a person who does not have 
an EPA idcntification number. A!so, on 

this same date, it will be illegal to 
deliver any regulated PCB waste to 
another waste handler who does not 
have an identification nwnber. 
Generatore of PCB waste who are 
exempted from notification 
requirements under Q 76i.u)5[c)(l) will 
be deemed as having received by rule 
the identification number "40 CFR PART 
761." In the event a penon notified WA 
within the &day period provided for 
notification. and FPA does not issue or 
confum an identification number for 
that person. the person is entitled to use 
either the number "40 CFR PART 781" or 
a specific number assigned to that 
person by EPA or a State uder RCRA. 
until EPA assigns or confirme the use of 
an identification number under this mle. 

EPA received eeveral comments on 
the identification numbers. One 
commentor suggested that the definition 
of "EPA identification number" be  
changed to mean the number assigned to 
a facility or "mobile techology." W A  is 
not making this change, since it is the 
individual generator, transporter. 
commercial storer, or disposer that 
receives an identification number and 
not a technology. Each mobile facility. 
i.e.. unit. will receive a unique 
idcntification number. 

Several comments questioned the use 
of the generic identification "40 CFR 
PART 761" for generators exempted 
from acquiring a unique identification 
number. and suggested lea* a blank. 
or allowing the use of one company 
number for all points of origin. EPA 
disagrees that the generic number serves 
no purpose. Filling in a number gives 
evidence that the manifester is aware of 
the rules and has consciously decided 
that the company does not require a 
unique identifi~tion number. if it is an  
exempted generator. or that it has oot 
yet received its identification number, if 
it is a generator/storer, commercial 
storer, transporter. or disposer. A 
company that has a State or federally 
issued RCRA identification number 
must report that number, and P A  will 
confirm the use of that number for TSCA 
PCB disposal purposes. provided 
adequate information L submitted to 
enable EPA to verify the exlsting 
number. 

A company seeking separate 
identification numbere for its different 
sites asked how to get them. The answer 
is that each site should request its own 
number, being careful to give that dte'a 
address. This answer also applies to a 
question concerning transformer service 
companies and salvage companies that 
do not maintain Q 761.65 (b) or (c](7) 
storage areas. Any facility that may 
have PCB waste manifested to it must 
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hove an EPA number. Therefore, any 
such facility must notify EPA of its PCB 
waste activity, to receive an 
identification number. 

The question arose in comments as to 
which State's manifest form a generator 
should use when there are conflicting 
requirements between the State in 
which the PCB waste was generated and 
the State to which the PCB waste was  
being transported. In particular. the 
Arkansae Department of Pollution 
Control and Ecology was concerned 
there might be a problem since 
Arkansae requires generators, from any 
State, that ehip waster to Arkansae to 
use its pre-printed manifests with a 
Sta te-controlled document number. Thie 
requirement poses no problem. Any 
company shipping PCB waste to a State 
(the consignment State) that nupplies 
and .equiree use of its manifest must use 
that State'e manifest. If the consignment 
State does not require use of its own 
manifest, and the State in which the PCB 
waste was generated (the generator 
State) supplies and requiree the use of 
its own manifest, the company shipping 
the PCB waete must use the generator 
State's manifest. If both States require 
use of their manifests, the manifest of 
the consignment State must be used If 
neither the consignment State nor the 
generator State requires use of its own 
manifest, the shipping company should 
use the universal manifest These 
requirements are in i 761.207 [b) through 
(r] of the final rule. This provision is 
identical to that used under RCRA for 
determining the State whose manifest 
should be used. 

2. Who must file notifications. This 
rule requires certain generators and all 
disposers. transporters, and commercial 
storers of regulated PCB waste to file a 
notification form identifying their PCB 
waste facilities and ectivities. Each 
generator, transporter, disposer, and 
commercial storer of PCB waste who 
notifies under this rule will receive from 
EPA a unique identification number 
identifying each facility involved with 
the handling of PCB wastes. The only 
generators who must notify EPA a s  
unique facilities under this rule are 
generators who store the PCB waste 
they generate at etorage facilities which 
they own or operate, and which are 
subject to g 761.65 (b) or [c)[7) storage 
facility standards. 

Generatom. commercial storers. 
transporters, and disposers of PCB 
waste must check the appro~riate box, 
or boxee on the form identifying their 
type of PCB waste activity. 

a. Facilities that have notified 
previously under RCRA. In instances 
where facilities have previously been 
issued RCRA identification numbers, the 
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facility must indicate on the space lihely to be generated or consolidated 
provided in Item II of the form their prior to off-site disposal. Also, members 
RCRA identification numbers. After of the transformer service and repair 
verification, EPA will use for TSCA industry are likely to be members of this 
purposes the same identification class, because of the significant volumes 
numbers previously issued to facilities of PCB waste which they may generate 
by EPA or States under RCRA. during the routine servicing, rebuilding. 
However, EPA emphasizes that facilities repairing, retrofilling, or salvaging of 
which have previously notified under electrical equipment. 
RCRA are required to notify EPA again Although there war general support 
for purposes of identifying under for EPA'S universe of reporting entities, 
the location and nature of their PCB comments included various suggestions. 
waste activities, as  well as  the such as including e "small quantity 
identification numbers previously issued generator" exemption; excluding 
to them. utilities, since they are all presumed to 

be Norifcation by genemtom. This handle PCBs and already have RCRA 
rule adopts an  approach which is numbers: requiriw notification from any 
different from that used under RCRA large quantity generator, regardless of 
regarding the notification requirement8 the facility had a 1 701.05(b) 
that apply to generatorn of PCB waste. storage facility; and exempting 
EPA has concluded that it would not be disposers from 
efficient to require separate notificetiom WA disagrees with these commenb 
by ell Persons who generate PCB and has not made the requested change8 
The universe of PCB waste generators L for the following reasons: 
dominated by many thousands of end A generator who has a 8 781.85 
users of PCB electrical e q u i ~ m e n t - w l e  storage area is rarely a "small quantity 
some of these users may possess generator." EPA considers it more likely 
substantial inventories of PCBs and PCB that generators of signifLCant quantities 
Items, and therefore routinely generate o f ~ C ~  waste have 
PCB many of these users poaaess facilities, while sporadic generators of only a few PCB articles that would small quantities of PCBs will not. potentially be subject to TSCA disposal While utilities may usually handle requireme~ts. The utility to EPA of a PCDs and already have RCRA database that contained information on identification numbers (which will be the one-time or sporadic generators of used for pCB purposes after notification PCB waste would be far outweighed by to and verifiLation by EpA), EpA has the costs of sulrn:rting and processing 
the information. deterrrhed that the rule does not 

Therefore, EPA is requiring a impose so large a burden on amp entity 
of the RCRA approach for it wanrant 

generators to focus upon the lager making nuch an exemption. 
volume users, owners, and processom of Similarly* the burden asSociated with 
PCBs who PCB waste they notification does not warrant creating 
generate at their 0- 8 781.65 storage 8" exemption for permitted disposal 
facilities. These are the generators who facilitiee. 
may be expected to utilize PCB disposal C- who need not notify. 
eervices on a fairly regular and/or large- Other generators PCB who do 
scale basis, and for whom it is not maintain storage areas subject to the 
administrntively efficient to require i 701.65 storaga facility standards are 
particular information about their PCB exempt the requirements to notify 
waste generotion activ~ties. It is EPA ar?d obtain unique identification 
appropriate that these generator/storera numbers. These exempt generators ~ 1 1 1  
be a part of E P A * ~  database of regular instead use the generic identification 
handlers of PCB waste. number "40 CFR PART 761" on their 

In submitting their notifications to manifestu in lieu of a unique facllity 
EPA. members of this class of idenbfication number. 
generatorlstorers will submit a This exemption operates only as an 
notification form for each of their exemption from the generator 
storage areas that is subject to 4 761.65. notification requirement; it does not 
EPA will Issue a unique identification exempt these generators from the 
number to each notifying storage obligation to prepare manifests to 
facility, and this identification number accompany their shipments of PCB 
will correspond to the physical location wastes. As explained more fully in Unit 
of the facility. EPA anticipates that this III.J, this rule requires that all shipments 
class of generators will consist primarily involvlng PCB waste be fully 
of utilities and other beavy industrial manifested, if any part of the shipment 
users of PCB electrical equipment. These contains PCBs at levels equal to or 
users typically operate storage end exceeding 50 ppm or less than 50 ppm as  
maintenance yards where PCB waste is a result of dilution from greater than 50 
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ppm PCBs. Any generator initiating such 
a PCB waste shipment must initiate a 
manifest under this rule. 

3. Notification process. EPA proposed 
a sample notification form and 
instructions for all those who were 
required to notlly. Members of the 
public affected by the Tina1 rule were 
encouraged to obtain or make copies of 
the rule and the sample Notification 
Form and to didtribute them to the other 
generators, commercial storers. 
transporters. and disposers with whom 
they deal so that all may be in 
compliance with the requirement to file 
a notification form within 80 days of the 
final rule'e effective date. 

4. When to notify, The final rule 
provides for a 60-day period after the 
rule's effective date for notifications to 
be received by EPA. 

EPA recognizes that thie expedited 
schedule poses some potential for 
confusion among the generatorn desiring 
to procure PCB disposal services, a s  
they will need to be certain that they are 
deallng with transporters, comrnercial 
storers, and disposers who have in fact 
complied with the notification 
require~nents. Therefore, to facilitate an 
orderly llotification process, EPA 
recommended that entities who 
parceived that they were llkely to be 
affected by these notificeiion 
requirements notify EPA during the 90- 
day period immediately after 
publication of the proposed rule. The 
sample notification form in the proposed 
rule was to be used to submit an  early 
notification to EPA. EPA will process 
these early notificatione first on a 
priority basis. These entitites should 
have no difficulty in demonstrating to 
their customers compliance with the 
requirement to submit a notification no 
later than s~ days after the h a 1  rule's 
effective date. 

EPA believes that it will be able to 
process most of the notificatiana within 
120 days of the final rule's effective 
date. However. EPA may not be able to 
issue all identification numbers within 
the 12Gday period. Accordingly, in the 
event a person has notified EF'A within 
the QQday period provided in the 
proposed rule or the Wday period 
provided in the final rule, and EPA has 
not issued or confirmed an identification 
number for that person within the 120- 
day period provided, the person ie 
entitled to use either the number "40 
CFR PART 761" or a specific number 
previously assigned to that person by 
EPA or a State under RCRA. The person 
is entitled to use this number only until 
EPA assigns or confirms the use of an  
identification number under this rule. 
Thus. no person who has notified EPA in 
a timely fashion will be prevented from 
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continuing his PCB waste activities for 
lack of an  identification number. EPA 
encourages persons to include a date- 
stamp and return copy and a self- 
addressed envelope, along with their 
notifications, to ensure proof of timely 
notification. 

In addition, any non-exempt 
generator, commercial storer, 
transporter, or disposer of PCB waste 
who begins PCB waste activities after 
the effective date of the final rule is 
required, prior to handling any PCB 
waste, to notify EPA and receive an EPA 
identification number in accordance 
with this rule. Such new entrants into 
the regulated community will not be 
allowed to operate until they receive an 
identification number. In the case of 
disposers of PCB waste and commercial 
storem of PCB waste. new entrants into 
these businesses are required to obtain 
both EPA Identification numbers and 
approvale before they commence 
disposal or  storage operations. EPA 
recommends that applicants for TSCA 
disposal or storage approvals submit 
their hotification forms during the period 
of review of their disposal or storage 
approval applications. EPA emphasizes 
that in no case will the requirements to 

, notify and obtain identification nlirnbers 
excuse non-compliance by any entity 
with the 1-year limit on s t o r a ~ e  prior to 
disposal under 9 761.65(a). 

A commentor aslied that a 30-or 60- 
day grace period be giver. to a generator 
to obtain an  identification number when 
he decides to convert to 8 761.65(b) 
storage. EPA is not making this change 
because EPA is confident that there is 
sufficient time between the time a 
generator decides to include a 
8 7ei.$s(b) storage facility at his site and 
the time the fdcility Is actually ready to 
operate for the generator to notify EPA 
and get an identification number in time 
to operate the facility. 

5. Where to notify.There are 
numerous Federal officials responsible 
for distinct areas of the PCB disposal 
program, and some States also regulate 
PCB disposal under their own regulatory 
programs. EPA believes that the 
notification process can work well only 
if administered centrally. Therefore, 
notifications by PCB waste handlern 
must be submitted to EF'A Headquarters 
at ~e following address: Chief, 
Chemical Regulation Branch. Office of 
Toxic Substances (TS-798). Rm. NE-117, 
Environmental Protection Agency. 4 M  M 
St.. SW. Washinnton. DC 20460. 

6. ~nformationye~oired for 
notification. The orobosed notification 
fork was set out i t  d 701.205(a)(3) of the 
proposed rule, with the note that it 
would not be reprinted in the final rule. 
flowever, since some changes were 
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made in the form in response to 
comments by the Office of Management 
and Budget ( O M )  and others, the form 
is reprinted here in the preamble to the 
final rule and may be used to notify EPA 
of PCB waste handling activities. It does 
not appear in the codified text. 

The proposed form was based on 
existing EPA F o n  8700-12, 
"Notification of Hazardous Waste 
Activity." The form was tailored to the 
requirements specified under t5is rule 
for notification under TSCA. However. 
the general format of the Hazardous 
Waste Activity fom was preserved ae 
far a s  possible, to racilitate compliance 
and data entry. 

There were some comments on the 
proposed notification form, and those 
suggestions which clarified the form 
have been Incorporited into the final 
rul-.. However, no one who used the 
proposed form need notifly again. 
Instructions in j 781.20S(a)(4) now 
specify an area on the form in which to 
name the owner of the !ic;lity. Also, the 
burden box which estimates the public 
reporting burden for this collection of 
information. which did not appear on 
the form itself. is now on Lhe form. The 
instructions on the form have been 
changed in Items 111 and IV, as 
suggested to substitute "mobile facility" 
for "mobile incinerator," since not only 
incinerators, but all other approved 
alternative disposal systems also 
require notification to EPA. Also, in Item 
VLA of the instructions on the form for a 
generator with an on-site storage 
facility, the references have been 
corrected to cite ( 761.65 (b) or (c)(7). 

An area at the top of the form is 
labeled "For Official Use Only." This 
unnumbered section is to be completed 
by EPA officials. In this space. EPA will 
enter any comments. the notifier's EPA 
identification number. an approval code. 
and the date on which EPA receives the 
notification form. 

Items to be filled out by the 
respondent are numbered I through VII. 
The name of the facility and the name of 
the owner of the facility submitting the 
notification are to be indicated in Item I, 
and if the facility has already received 
an EPA identification number under 
R C R k  that number is to be supplied in 
ltem IL 

Item 111 requests the mailing address 
of the respondent while Item IV asks for 
the achral locatior of the InstalIatlon. 
since the location (a physical address] 
may not be the same as the mailing 
address. In the case of mobile disposal 
facilities. the respondent is instructed to 
write "mobile" on the space in Item IV. 
and to supply on the apace in Item 111, 
the mailing address of the facility's 
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installation contact identified in Item V. 
A commentor asked whether separate 
notification would be required for each 
mobile unit, or one notification for the 
process. Since notification is  to facilitate 
tracking of PCB waste, not for a 
technolo.gy, each mobile unit must have 
its own identification number. Each unit 
must be  identified on the form so that 
each can  be assigned a unique number 
that is related to the parent 
organization. 

ltem V, Installation Contact. asks for 
the name of an individual at the facility 
who can  be contacted by EPA to  clarify 
information on the notification form or 
provide information in the event of a 
spill or other emergency. The 
individual's telephone number should be  
specified here a s  well. 

Item VI, Type of PCB Waste Activity. 
asks the respondent to indicate whether 
the facility to which the notification 
applies i s  a generator, commercial 

. etorer. kansporter, or approved disposer 
of PCB waste. "Commercial storer of 
PCB waste" here refers to those storage 
facilities which store PCB waste 
generated by others or PCS waste that 
was removed while servicing the 
equipment owned by others and 
brokered for disposal. The term does not 
apply to the storage sites maintained by 
the owners or users of PCBs who 
initially generate PCB waste when they 
remove PCBs from service. Where 
transporters and disposers also 
maintain storage facilities for PCB waste 
subject to 5 761.65[b) or [c)(7), they 
should check both the commercial storer 
box and the relevant transporter or 
disposer box in this section, 

The final section of the fonn, ltem VII, 
Certification, must be signed and dated 
by the owner, operator, or authorized 
representative of the installation. An 
"authorized representative" is a person 
responsible for thc overall operation of 

the facility. A commentor requested that 
the certification statement be replaced 
with the one required under the National 
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System 
program, which is based on the 
certifier's howledge and belief. EPA 
has included a stringent certification to 
ensure that when a corporate manager I 

makes the certification, the manager has 1 

personally ensured that the persons 
upon whom the manager has relied have I 
themselves certified that the information 
is true. As EPA's syatem of regulating 
disposal of PCB waste depends on the 
accuracy of information submitted on I 
the notification form, EPA finds 
submission of inaccurate Information I 

unacceptable. This certification Is 
similar to that required under RCRA. I 
The proposed certification remains in 
the final rule. 

The revised Notification Fonn (EPA 
Form 771&53] follows: 
BlWNO CODE &55+504 
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UnnM Sutms €fwronnurml R01mun A g o ~  

& E M  Wuhington. DC ZWM 

Notification of PCB Activihr 
Form Approvod 
OM8 NO. 2070-01 12 
bprova l  r r p i ~ r s  12-31-92 

No info:rnation on thls form may be claimed as TSCA CBI. 

fisturn To: 

Chemical Regulation Branch 
Office of Toxic Substances TS-798 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
401 M St., SW 
Washington, DC 20460 

Fa? Offlelal Uam Onw 
1 SCA PCB 10 Numbr 

I. Namm ol Faali* kcin# of Ownu of r r o l ~ y  U. EPA ' A l b m t i f i  fbmkc 
W d ~ u d y  msignrd wrd.r RCRQ 

Ill. Facility Mailin0 Mdrrcr [SIrnt or ?a &JI. C?y, 9 .la, 4 ZIP Cod*) 

Y, lnslailal~an Contacl Itdam* and T ~ l ! e j  

- 
Telaphonc Numbor (Arra Cod* and Nurnmr) 

IV. Locsl~on of Facility (No. b Stmet. Cify, S u t o X ~ Z P O f l o )  

VI. :yw 01 PS6Actlvi~ ( M f k  X'rn apprcpnarm boa. Stm hst;unlons.) 

A Gonrnlor with onsila 
H ~ a ~ * f U i l i W  

a. St0t.r .-~rnl) 

C. 1r.r;aportrr 0. Rsrmiccld Oirpaw 

Vll. Con~fiution 
Under civil and criminal penalties of law for the making or submission of false or 
fraudulent statements or repreSentations (18 U.S.C. 1001 and 15 U.S-C. 2615), 1 certify 
that the information contained in or accompanying this document is true, accurate, and 
complete. As to the identified section(s) of this document for which I cannot personally 
verify truth and accuracy, I certify as the company official having supervisory 
responsibility for the persons who, acting under my direct instrudions, made the 
verification that this information is true,, accurate, and complete. 

S~gnarurr 

Paperwork Reduction Act Notice 

. 
€PA Form 7710.53(12-89) 

Name urd Onitill TiUo (rypl or print) bl* Sand 
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Item-by-Item Instructions 
for Completing EPA Form 7710-53 

Return complctcd form to: Cbcmicd Regulation Branch 
Ofice of Toxic Substaous 
TS-7!Ja 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
601 M St, SW 
Washington, DC W 

No information on the fonn may be claimed coatidential. 

Type or priot in black ink dl items, except Item WI, *Certificationg. If you must use additional sheets, 
indicate dearly the number of the item on tbe forn to arhich the inforination on the separate sheet applies. 
In tbc area marked 'For Official Use Onlf enter the ~ a s l e  of the owner of the facility in the box provided 

Item 1 Name of facility: Enter name of the facility. 

Ium 11 . LPA Identincation number (If almdy udgned under RCiU): Entcr tbc identiTication oumber the 
fa&y a s s b e d  under b e  RCRA hazardou waste notification regullions. If no ideatificaticn number 
has been a ~ i p e d ,  lcaw this space blank; 

(urn, 111 znd N - Facility maIlIng n d h s  and lcatioo: Complete items In and 1V. Plcasc oo:c that the 
a d b u r  you give in Item N, "Location of Fadliv, muu be a pbysiral ad&% not a posl oflice bcx ot route 
number. If thc mailing ad&= and p'ayduf location u e   he s m c ,  you may enter 'Same' i Item N. If tht 
f d t y  is a mobdc fadty,  yo.4 may cnter 'mobile' in Item IV, and pavide t2e miling add:= for the 
ksta!Iation contact in Item UI. 

Item V lastallation contad Enter the c m e ,  title, md t ~ s i e c r s  trlc~hcce n.:mkr 12 t'le person ~ b o  
should k contacted regvdirg informatioa r?rbmittcd on thk f ~ m .  

Item Vl . Type ~f PCB rctivity Mark the apprcpdate box(cs) to show whic5 PCB ac1i;itics a:: takLqg p:~;c  
2c this iaciliry. 

A. Generator with onsite storag raclli* You are a genera:or with an onsite storqe facility undct 
this notiIication requirement if you are r user, owoer, or procesur of PCBs or PCB items and you 
maintain your own storage Csditics r u b j e ~  to 49 CFR 761.65@) or (c)(7) lor PCBs. If you are r 
generator with an ojsitc storage laciiity, mark an 'X' ia this bor 

W C~rnmerclal storrr. You arc a commercial storcr if you owa or operate a slorage fadliiy which is 
subject to the storage facility standards of 40 CFR 761.65@) or (c)(7), and cngages in offsite 
storage adiv i t ia  involving the PCB waste geaerated by ahen.  Most commercial storcn of PCB 
waste perform waste storage scrvicu in exchange for a fee or other ccmpensation, bet tbe receipt of 
compensation is not neccssay for pur storagt facility to qualify as a w a r n e r d  sforer of PCB 
wastes under this noci6aion requiremeat. It u ruficient tbar vow facility stores PCB aastu 
generated by others. Set defition of commercial storer in .tL7 CFR 7513. If you are a commercial 
storer. mark aa 'X? in this br 

C. ' h n 5 m .  If you move PCBs by air, rail, Dighway, or wacrr, th:n mark an 'X io &is bor 

D. Prrmlttrd dtsposcr: U you ~ e n t l y  bdd r valid EPA prmit to dlspa~ cf PCRs in 
u>aantratioor exceeding 50 ppm h r landtill, through dtetnative technology or iccineratioq muk 
an%'inlhisbor 

Item MI - Certlficadoa: This ccd~cat ion must be signed by the owner, operator, or an aulhoi-id 
representative of tbe facility. An 'a~thorited represtnta~ive' is a person responsible for thc o n r d  operation 
of the facility (i.e, a plat-manager or superinteadent, or r person of equal responsibility). AU notifications 
must incllrde this ccrtilication to be cornplctc. 

EPA F'arm 7710-53 (12-89) Reverse 
BlLuna CODE a*S(W: 
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7. Claims of confidentiality.TSCA facility or vessel to notify the National such a provision could lead to 
section 14 addressee the confidentiality Response Center of the release of a manifesting by utilities and large 
of business information reported to EPA, reportable quantity (RQ] or more of industrial usere only and leave 
or otherwise obtained by EPA, in PCBs or any other hazardous substance occasional disposal of high 
administering TSCA. (15 U.S.C. 2013(a)). as defined under CERCLA. concentration PCB waste untracked. 
EPA's rules implementing section 14 Under CERCLA section8 103(a] and There was little comment on the lack 
appear in 40 CFR part 2. [b), any person in charge of an offshore of distinction in the proposed rule 

While information submitted fn a or onehore facility or vessel is required between lage and small quantity 
reporting form may ordinarily be to report to the National Response generators, and the final rule is not 
claimed as confidential, EFA has ' Center as  soon as he or she has different from the proposed rule in this 
purposely designed the notification form knowledge of any release of a case. 
so that its preparation will not require hazardous substance that is equal to or EPA proposed to require for 
the submission of any data that EPA greater than the RQ. However, as stated shipments containing PCB 
believes would be confidential business in a final rule published on April 4,1985 waite at the so to 499 ppm level, a s  well 
information (CBI) under TSCA. The form (50 FR 13461) regarding RQs, disposal of a, for shipments containing higher 
merely asks fsr the most basic of hazardous substances at a disposal concentration PCB waste at the 500 ppln 
information regarding the name, facility in accordance with EPA or greater level. EPA solicited comment 
location, and general description of PCB regulations is not subject to the on the incremental burdens and cost 
waste handling activities engaged in by CERCLA notification requirements. effectiveness of requiring manifests at 
notifying entities. It does not ask for fills, if PCB waste is properly disposed the 50 ppm level ae compared with using 
information on quantities processed, of in a TSCA-approved facility, and this 500 ppm as the trigger. 
technical processes, fmancial is properly documented through There was only one comment that 
information, or for any other information manifests and other records, CERCLA opposed manifesting at the rather 
which. when linked to a company's notification is not required. However, than the 500 ppm level. This commentor 
name, could adversely affect a spills and accidents which occur during felt that the 500 ppm level would 
company's competitive position. disposal activities, and which result in significantly the 

EPA has determined that the "leases of an RQ Or of PCB burden of those utilities which own only following information will not be treated must be reported to the National equipment containing less than 500 ppm. 
a s  confidential business information: the Response Center. Additionally, any PCl3 The commenter also suggested that the name of the facility, other EPA releases (as opposed to proper dis~:lsal) 32 states which do not require identification numbers issued to the of an RQ or more from a TSCA storage 
facility, the facility's mailing address, or disposal facility must be reported n~znifests for PCBs would probably 

the name of the owner of the facility, the under CERCW. follow EPA" lead and also use the 500 

location of the facility, the facility's ppm level, thus making 500 ppm the 

instal!ation contact, or the type of PCB J. Muni/estins level used by the majority. 

activities engaged in at the facility. The The proposed rule discussed in detail EPA linderstands that raising the level 

reasons for this determination are: the use of a manifest system by EPA for manifesting could ease the burden in 

a. The information is reasonably under RCRA, and  congress^ concern some instances, but since the States that 
available from other sources. that the system be used for the disposal "OW refluire manifests at the 50 PPm 

b. If disclosed, it is unlikely to affect of PCBs (53 FR 37445, September 26. level would probably continue to do so. 
adversely the submitter's competitive 1988). doubts that there would be much of an 
position. 1. uniform Manifest. EPA proposed to overall advantage. Since no cornmentors 

c. The information is neither require the use of the Uniform specifically challenged EPA's assertion 
commercial nor financial informetion Hazardous Waste Manifest (Uniform 1" the proposed rule that overall* the 
protected from disclosure under TSCA Manifest) form by the handlers of PCB env~ronmental benefits of manifesting 
or  the Freedom of Information Act. waste. The use of the Uniform Manifest wastes greater than 50 PPm far 

This information will be disclosed to for PCB waste shipments will facilitate outweighed the administrative costs, 
the public without further notice to the compliance with both TSCA and RCRA, and since all other COmments a ~ ~ m v e ( i  
submitter uiiless the submitter provides and it will avoid the confusion and of the 50 ppm level for manifesting, there 
a written justification (submitted with expense that would arise from the is no reason to change the requirement 
the notification information) which requirement of any other document. EPA in the final rule, and the 50 PPm level 
demonstrates extraordinary reasons believes that the Uniform Manifest can remains. 
why the information is entitled to be adapted fairly easily to PCB wastes, Some of those who approved of the 50 
confidential treatment. with only slight interpretive changes, ppm level requested some clarifications 

EPA received no comments indicating and a slight change in the copy to make certain that items whose 
a need for the submission of confidential distribution requirements. disposal is not regulated by the current 
business information. The final rule adopts the use of the regulations would not now require 

8. Relationship to CERCLA Uniform Hazardous Waste Manifest as manifesting. Any PCB or PCB item that 
notifications. In addition, EPA proposed. is not subject to disposal requirements is 
emphasize8 that the notification 2. Who must originate a mangest. not subject to manifesting. Examples of 
requirements contained in this rule are EPA proposed that all generators of PCB these are drained PCBGontaminated 
in no way related to and do not affect waste at concentratlona of 50 ppm or carcasses for salvage, decontaminated 
the independent notification greater manifest their waste, and PCB Containers and drained PCB- 
requirements under the Comprehensive rejected the use of any "small quantity Contaminated containers, and small 
Environmental Response, generator" exclusion. The proposed rnle capacitors; these items do not require 
Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980 contained no small quantity cutoff manifesting. Shipments of empty waste 
(CERCLA), as amended. The rule does provision because so much of the PCB containers, the concern of another 
not alter the responsibilities of a person universe consists of small quantities of cornmenter, do not require manifesting it 
in charge of an onshore or offshore rcla:ively high concentration PCB waste, tile containers are to be continued to be 
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used and are not to be disposed. &hen 
the decision is made that t h ~ y  are co 
longer !o be ns.:d and are to be 
disposed. the contain;rs bec~)ise t%B 
waste that must be manifest~d entf 
dispcaed, unless decontan~inatcd r i l  

accordance with pncedwss set out in 
8 701.79. As discussed in Unit U!.D. PCB 
samples do not have to be manifested 
for diapoeal until the laboratory 
determines that their use for analytical 
or enforcement purpoHes has ended. at 
which t i i i  they become WB waste 
stored for disposal. 

This rule requires the manifest to be 
prepared by the generstor at &at time 
when the PCB waste is f i s t  intrcduced 
into commerce in a mimex thnt will 
cause the waste to leave the genersior'a 
control. This latter condition will 
genera!ly he Lriggered when che 
g.snerat~r turns its PCD wade over to a 
kansporter for delivery to an off-nile 
storage o r  disposal faciliry. The 
condition will also be setisfieti when the 
PCB waste Is placed on the generator's 
own transport vehicle for shipment to a 
commercial off-site storage or disposal 
facility, since the PCB waste i s  then 
being introduced into commerce in a 
manner t\at will cause the generator to 
lass control of the waste. A manifest 
need not accompany the shipment via 
transport vehicle of FCB wastes lo a 
storage or disposal facility owncd or 
operatzd by the end user of PCBs dnd 
K B  Items. because these ganerstrlrs 
I,i~ve not yet relinyishec! contnli olcr 
!he 1'CD waste. Thiv e~ceytion n:,?lir:s 10 

both transport via &e generator's 
vehicles and trannport by en 
iridependent transporter, since. In the 
latter case. t!!e transporter is presumed 
to be acting pursuant to the generator's 
instructions. Apart from the exception 
for shipments between the end user's 
own futilities, EPA construes the 
provision regarding when PCB waste 
leever the generator's control strictly. so 
that the manifest requirements will have 
the hroadest possible scope. 

EPA emphasizes that this rule applies 
only to !ha Federal manifesting 
requirenients for the transport of PCB 
wastes thtlt are regulated for dijposal 
under TSCA. No provision or exception 
cu~tained in this rule is construed to 
alter or limit the applicabiiity of ar.y 
requirement in existing DOT regulatiune 
pertaining to the transport of hazardo~e 
ma telilals. including PCBs. 

3. Information required en b5e 
lnanifest The manifest which generators 
will originate is designed to include only 
the information necessary to identify 
accurately t5e persone handling !he PC3 
waste, and the nature and quantity of 
the waate. Tbese information 

pqllirements consist e~sentidly of the 
Federal Information Requirements 
described in the March 20,1984 
rcgu!ation which anno~mced the 
adoption of a l!niform Mtlniiesi (49 FR 
IMO?] .  Use of the manifest docs not 
supersede any other requirements for 
PCB wasle under 40 CFR pad 761. 

a. Manifest document number. The 
EPA identification nwnber and the 
manifest document n u d e r  consists of 
the generator'a EPA 12-digit 
identification numbei, plus a unique 
suffix of up to 5 digits which the 
generator adds to ensme the uniqueness 
of h e  nanihst dccume~t n~mber  for 
each skipment ham each site of 
generation dui11g a ca!endar year. The 
12-digt ideztilication number consists of 
the gor~eratur'e unique IdenScation 
nrnber issued after not'ficaticn to ZPA, 
or L!e 12-digit reference "XI CFX PART 
781" for th&e generators who are not 
requireif to notify specifically under this 
rule. 

b. P ~ g e  number. Cenera!ors are 
required to identify on the first page of a 
craniicst the to!al number of pages in 
that maniiest, i.e.. t h ~  first page (EPA 
Form 8701)-22) plus the number of 
contincation sheets, if any. For exampie, 
~f ihe manifes: cons is!^ ~f only one page. 
ircd there is no cc.r:tinu~:icn she~ t ,  then 
ri:e correct entry would be "Page 1 of 1." 
If the manifest cor,sists of one honl pege 
(Fom~ B?rX)-Zx] and cile con!lzuation 
sbset, ?ha cntrc-ct entry irl "Paql: 1 uf 2." 

r. >. ('-:..p.,.; ,L.. .,b.ur ncn~e 0nrjo2'drr:m. The 
aiidre.:s to be entered her: is the maikng 
addrcss sf the generator fficiiity to 
which :he dasig~la!ed storage or dispvsol 
facility ?lust retun prompay a 
completed copy of the manifest The 
generator enters the mailing address of 
the location that will administer the 
returnfng manifest forms. which could 
be the c0rnpany's billing office, 
corporate headquocers, or the site of 
generation. While the address enterrd 
here need not identify the particular site 
of generetiai- tke generator'a manifest 
records will be maintained RO that 
unique waste shipments (idzntiRed by 
the unirjile manifest dilr;i;ment n ~ ~ 5 e i  
assigned by the genorntor) can t e  
identified wi!h the actuai sites of 
genera t!on. 

d Genemfor'a fei~p,5one number. This 
1s the number of a penon whu can 
provide information about Ihe shipment 
in the event of en emergency, such as 
when a transporter cannot deliver the 
PCB waate to the designttted disposer or 
cornniercial storer. 

e. Trunsgorter #I: cofnpony nnme and 
EP.4 ID number. The nsrne and U.S. EPA 
12-digit identification number of the 

irrilial transporter of the waste Ls 
entcrad. 

f. Tm?s~orlrr #2: co.mpimy nan:e oa J 
EP.4 iZ) number. The name and U.S. Erm.4 
12-digil itlc~iti:lcntio:: number of the 
seconti trmsporler. if apl;iicaSle, is 
entai~d. Space ?or additic~nal 
intenedia!e transporten is provided on 
the continuation sheet for er.try in tie I 

order they ere used. 
g. l?cs&noted facility nan:e. site 

cddress, and US. EPA ID number. T?;e i 
delinition cf "desigated facility" has 
not Seen changed in the find rule. ne I 

generntcr enters the name, ace add.ess. 
and EPA 22-djgit idcrgfica!ior? number 
of the off-site comrne-cia1 stcnge cr 
disposal facility which the gencra!or has 
designated to receive i t s  PCB was!*. ' f i e  
site addreus is necessar- to inform the 
transpor?cr where the shipment ~ ~ 1 s t  be 
delivered. The designated facility must 
always be an approved faci!i!y lor the 
disposal of PCDI. or en cff-site 
comnsrcial storage faciiib with eiL5er 
interim or linal approval under 
4 791.65[3]. Ordinarily, bansfer faclii:ies 
end other temporary atorage facili8es 
used by transpcrlers for atorege of X B  
wsste duri7.g ordinary trensport would 
not be listel! ireie as designated 
facilities, uc!c-rs the PCB waste win 
remain In slorlge at such a site for 
greater :baa : i )  days. Like..uise. an er~d 
user's own Ytoragc faci:i!y wculd not 
ordinarily be !is:ed heie a s  the 
designated tjcility, urileus the laws of e 
Sta:e or lor.;li gcvemnent require . , 
r:?ar,itests fur 6'nip::;ents bpi-seen the 
g t t ~ c r ~ t ~ r ' s  Q W i i  fdcii:rieh. 
X. Cunrrriwr fiunrber orrd t ~ y e .  The 

generator ii~dicates both the number of 
containerr, a d ,  using the instructions in 
Table 1 of the form instructions. the type 
of containers for each shipment 

i .  US. DOT descripfion (including; 
pmper shipping name, hazard class, and 
ID number). The defierator completes 
this section consistent with DOTS 
Hazardous hlaierials Regulations (HM% 
49 CFR puts  171 Lhroug!! 179). Huwever. 
cn:y those packages containing PCI;s 
that meet :he definition of hazardous 
sl!butance in $9 O R  171.8 are subject 10 
tlw HIIR. The DU'r does not consider 
PCBs aubject to the Uniform Hazardous 
Waste Manifest {UHWM) as specified in 
todays rulemokiag a s  a hazard or;^ 
waste. The DOT regulates as hazerdous 
wasre only hose materials that are 
subject to the UHWM as 3peciEet.i in 40 
CFR par! 262 (see the definition of 
hazardous waste in 49 (3% 17'1.8). In 
accordance ~ i r h  the M, the generator 
llae the op!ion of usilia either of the 
fsllowing dr?scdptions when the PC& 
meet the deAnitian of hazardous 
substance at 40 CFR 171.0: "RQ, 
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Hazardoue substance, liquid or eolid, 
n.o.e., OM-E. NAg188 (Polychlorinated 
biphenyls or PCBe]" or "RQ, ORM-K 
liquid or solid, n.o.s., NAQISB. 
(Polychlorinated biphenyl8 or PCBe)". 
Section 172.203(~)(2) of 49 CFR allows 
the Letters "RQ" to be placed a t  either 
the beginning or the end of the DOT 
basic description. 

Commentors also pointed out that the 
shipping deecription "Polychlorinated 
biphenyls, 9 (ORM#E), UN2315" is ueed 
only for international transportation. 
According to DOT, this deecription ie 
occasionally used for transportation 
solely within the United States when 
shipments of PCBs are offered for 
transportation in accordance with either 
the "International Civil Aviation 
Organization Technical hstructione For 
Safe Transport of Danneroue Coode by 
Air" or the'"hternati&ai Maritime - 
Dangeroue Goods Code" (see 49 CFR 
171.11 end 171.12). Though this is an  
acceptable shipping description for 
transportation by air or water 
repectively, the use of this deecription is 
not to be constmed as an exemption 
from EPA to import or export PCBe. 
Compliance with the applicable 
provisions of the HMR, including 
subpart C of 49 CFR part 172 which 
dea!s with shipping paper requirements 
(e.g.. Lhe UtNdM), is required for the 
transportation of hazardous materials. 

When packages of PCBe do not meet 
the DOT definition of hazardoue 
eubstance in 49 CkX 171.8, i.e., are not 
regulated by DOT a s  a hazardous 
material. the generator muat uee either 
of the following phrases in lieu of the 
DOT description: (1) "polychlorinated 
biphenyle"; or (2) "PCBe". 

The generator aleo enters here the 
total quantity and unit of meaeure 
(volume or weight] of the ehipment. Thir 
measurement would be gross weight 
when the waste container is .to be 
discarded (e.g., a drum containing 
waste], and net weight when it ie not 
discarded (e.g., bulk ehipmente by tank 
truck). The quantity description doee not 
include fractions. 

j. Special handling instructions and 
additional information--date of mmovd 
from service for disposd. Thir eection fa 
used by the generator for several. 
pwpoeee. For example, ICC Bill of 
Lading information, placarding and 
marking information required by EPA or 
DOT, or emergency responee telephone 
numben may be included on thin epace. 
The PCB waste code number, PCB1 or 
.PCB2 as discussed in Unit U1.G. ehould 
be entered here. However, the primary 
purpose of this space in the rule te to 
record the ident~fication numbere and 
date of removal hom service for 
disposal for the PCB Articlee, PCB 

Contalnere, and PCB Article Containers 
contained in the PCB waste shipment. 

The questlon hag arieen whether the 
date of removal h m  eervice for 
disposal is different from the date the 
PCB waete b placed into dorage for 
disporal, At the time 8 781.85(a) wan 
promulgated, EPA assumed that in the 
great majority of canes when an  item 
was designated for disposal it went 
directly into a storage-for-disposal 
facility and there wan no time lag 
between the date removed from service 
for disposal and the date it wee placed 
into storage for dispoeal. Thus, the 
intent of 4 781.85(a) wae that PCB waste 
be dispoeed of within 1 year from the 
date it was designated for disposal, i.e., 
the date taken out of eervice for 
dispoeal. 

If thle epace ie not adequate for 
entering all the relevant datee. the 
generator must attach a typewritten 
continuation sheet to the manifest. The 
continuation eheet liste the PCBs and 
PCB Itemr contained in the shioment 
and their dater bf removal fror;~ eervice 
for dispoeal. 

Recording the date of removal from 
edrvice for disposal on the manifest 
generated many comments. The ' 

requirement was proposed because the 
dnte of removal from senice for 
dispoeal must be relayed to other 
handlers of the PCB waste to ensure that 
diepoeal takes place within 1 year of 
etorage for dispoeal. This requirement 
appeared to be the eimplest way to relay 
dater through middlemen and onto 
eubsequcnt manifests in the chain of 
docwnente leading to a dispoeal facility. 
Comments called the requirement 
duplicative and burdensome. 
particularly, eince the datee then had to 
be traneposed to a facility1# annual 
recorde. The requirement was also 
criticized for imposinn EPA'e 
enforcement reipone&ilitiee on 
neneratore and disooaers. It was felt to 
Le especially burdensome if each 
individual item and each item in a 
container was to be marked, reeulting In 
a eignificant number of iteme and 
numbere being lugged several waye. 

EPA underetande theee concerne, but 
insists that including the datee of 
removal from eervice for diepoeal L 
essential to the tracking eystem. 
However, the eystem of date recording 
appller only to distinct PCB Articles, 
PCB Containers, and PCB Article 
Containem identifled on a menifeat, and 
not to the individual iteme in a PCB 
Container or PCB Article Container. The 
earliest date of removal from aenice for 
dispoeal appliee to the entire contents of 
a container. To respond to claims of 
duplication, however, although the final 
rule requires that the dates be 

transfened to the annual document log, 
the final rule doe8 not require 
transpoeing the dates to the annual 
report which must be eubmitted to the 
Regional Administrator. 

The proposed rule did not specify that 
the date referred to for removal from 
service on the manifeet was the date of 
removal for disposal, but that ie the 
intended meaning for thin date and the 
date to be ueed Several commente 
indicated concern that the codified 
language did not include the date of 
removal from eervice for disposal ae a 
requirement. The space provided for 
ndditional information on the form 
allowe the use of the form lor different 
purposee. The requirement to enter the 
date of removal from eervice for 
disposal appears at 4 781.207(a) (I) 
through (3). 

k. Generator certification. The 
generator is required to read, eign, and 
date the certification statement a t  the 
initiation of each PCB waste ehipment. 
To the extent that the form require8 a 
generator of PCB waste to certify to 
waste minimization efforts, the 
requirement is eatisfied an long a s  the 
generator has not increased the volume 
of waste by any act that contravehes the 
dilution prohibition of the PCB disposal 
regulations. Cenerators whose 
generation of PCB8 qualify ae "excluded 
manufacturing procissee" or "recycled 
PCB processee" could certifv as  lonu as  
they &e in compliance with-the PCB- 
release reetrictione eet forth for these 
processee at 781.3. Comment8 on the 
certification language included a 
preference for the kind of statement 
used for the National Pollution 
Diecharge Elimination System. The 
decision to use the proposed 
certification language Is discussed in 
unit IIl.I.0. 

1. Acknowledgment of acceptance by 
transporter. A fianspofier ie iequired t o  
acknowledge on the manifeat the 
acceptanceof the PCB waste shipment 
by eigning the manifest and recording 
the date of acceptance, ae wan 
propoeed 

m. Discrepancy indication space. The 
Discrepancy Indication Space is  used for 
recording significant die&epanciee, ae 
defined below in Unit III.K.5. between 
the PCB waete described on the 
manifest and the PCB waste ectuelly 
received by the designated PCB etorage 
or disposal facility, ae war propoeed 

n. Acknowledgment of acceptance by 
designated facilities. The owner or 
operator ofthe designated commercial 
etorage or disposal facility is required to 
ecknowledge here the acceptance of the 
PCB waste shipment by signing the 
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manifest and recording the daie of 
ncceptunce, an was proposed. 

o. Optional information reguimd by 
Stoies. In addition, the Uniform 
Manifest form includes optional 
information spaces to meet the basic 
infurmrrtion requirements which States 
hove the option of inpcsing. The 
optional State infomation i tem appear 
at the upper right portion of the manifest 
form, and they are shaded and headed 
by letters (rathar than numbers) to set 
them apart. 

4. Copies of tho form. EPA will not 
print copiee or set8 cf i9e manifest form 
for public use. Genera!ora and othen 
needing copies of the form should first 
contact their State office to determine if 
thelr State has printed copier svailable. 
If fcrms are not available from the State, 
camera-ready copies of the form for 
printing purposes can hs obtained from 
the State, or the EPA Regional Office. or 
EPA Headquarters. 

See the discussion In Unit Q1.1.1 to 
detenizine whicb State'smacife~t form a 
generator should uae when there are 
conRicting requirements between the 
State in which the PCB wae 
generated and h e  Stste to which the 
PCB waste is Dciq transported. 

5. Use of the manifest The manifest 
under RCRA corleists of at least &e 
number of copies wkch wi!l provide the 
generator, each transporter, and the 
ownor or opera:or oi tha designated 
storzge ar disposal facility with one 
copy each for their records, and srrotker 
ropy :o be returnsd !o the gcneraior. 
E'2.4 propoeed that manifests for PCB 
wan'e under TSCA also include 
s~ftxcient copies for the generator. the 
ir~itial transporter, each Intermediate 
trensporter; the designated commercial 
storew or dis~osal facility. and another 
copy io be retimed to thegenerator by 
the designated facility. These 
requi:ernentr remain h the final rule. 

In addition the proposed rule would 
have requivd that generators of PCB 
waste prepare one additional copy of 
the manifest The generator wee to eend 
this additional copy directly to the 
designated facility by Registered Mail. 
Return Receipt Requested, immediately 
arier the co~aignment of the PCB waste 
tu the initial transporter. This advance 
manifest copy was to have been eent to 
the dosignated facility independently of 
the delivery of tbe PCB waste. Under the 
proposed rule, the generator's obligation 
to eend on advance copy of the manifest 
to the designated facility was to have 
been a non-delegable obligation whi& 
~ n l y  the generator of PCB wasto eou!d 
perform. 

EPA proposed this additional copy 
requirement on generatom as a m k h s  of 
ensuring further the integrity of the 

manifest system. As previously. 
indicated, the CAO report on dctecticn 
of illegal Eazerdoue wasto disposal 
acUvities highlighted eeveral instances 
in which transporters had forged t h  
designated facility's copy of the 
manifest and returned it to the 
generator. The return of the forged copy 
efgnified to the generator that the PCB 
waste had arrived at the designated 
facillty, when in fact, the transporter 
had dumped the PCB waste or otherwise 
handled it improperly. The transporter 
profited by retainin both the shipping 
fee and the dispoeaf fee. rather than 
passing the diepoeal fee on to the 
designated deposal facility. 

The submission of an advance copy of 
b e  manifeat directly to the designated 
facility was expected to deter 
transporters or brokere from acting 
improperly with respect to the PCB 
waste. Dispoeere and commercial 
atorere would have been alerted to 
expect the delivery of the PCB waste, 
and generators would have obtained a 
preliminary verScation (the nlgned 
Return Receipt) of the disposal 
arrangements from the designated 
facility that was Independent of the 
transporter's efforts. 

In response to PA'e  requeet fur 
comment on the appropriateness and 
f:?atlibliity of this additional verification 
requirement. EPA received many more 
opposing than opproving reactlons. It 
wae felt that this requiremcct wou:d not 
solve the prcblems Unt inspired it for a 
n:~:nber u! reasons including. amona 
o!heie, that PCB waste couid arrive 
belore the ddvallce copy of the manifest, 
that the generator might cheage his 
mind and ship &a PCB waste 15 a 
different designated facility without 
notifying the original designated facility, 
that there were eufficient rafeguorde 
built in by the &day exception reportr 
ecd final liability by the ge~erator, and 
that it was unnecessarily burdensome. 

EPA partially accepb these argumen!s 
and has eliainatcd the requiremect from 
h e  fical rule; however, the concern still 
remains f12r asourka the delivery of PC3 
waste to the designated facility. 
Therefare, EPA has substituted in &e 
find! rule a requi~;mcnt that ge~crators 
who use independent transporters verify 
receipt of the PCB waste by the 
designated facili with a te!ephone call, 
or other means o ? verification agreed 
upon by both parties, after receiving the 
signed copy of the manifeet 
a ~ ~ o w t e d p i n g  acceptance of the 
shipment. EPA la requiring those 
generetors to list conflrrnation calls in 
h e  annual document log. Thue. 
generator6 who uee their own 
transportation vehicles or those of the 
designated facility will have no fwther 

verification obligation s t a r  send~ng the 
PCB waste out. Usem of ind;pendcnt 
transportere rvill have only to meke a 
telephone call, or uee other agreed-apon 
verification, and keep a record of tbe 
call or other venfication. In this way, the 
purpose of the advance copy of the 
manifest will have been served without 
causing any confusion or much extra 
effort. 

The manifest syetem for PCB waste 
now parallels the opeiation of the 
manifeet under the RCRA trackina 
syetem for hazardous waate. The 
generator signs the madest  
certification by hand, and o b t a i ~  the 
handvivritten rignahue of the initial 
transporter (who must have an EPA ID 
Number) and the date of acceptance on 
aU copies of the manifest The generator 
retaim a copy of the man~fest for hie 
recorda and gives the remaining copies 
of the manifest to the initial transporter. 

The transporter then carries the 
manifest with the PCB waate to the 
designated facility. If delivery to the 
designated facility is not poeeible, the 
transporter cont~cte the generator for 
further instructions, which are ectered 
in the space provided for additional 
instructlone. lf intemediate transporten 
am involved, an additional copy of the 
manifest is prepared by the generator 
for each additional transporter :hat rviil 
handle the PCB waste. The initial 
transporter delivers t!!e entire q.~an!fty 
of PCB waste to the designated 
subseqt:ent transporter. and obtain* rhe 
s~lbfiequent traneporter.3 sigr.a:ure mnd 
the date of delivery cin !he manifest. A 
copy of the manifigt is retained r s  a 
record bv the initial trnnsDoricr. and the 
remaining copies accompany the PCB 
waete. The subsequent transporter 
delivers the entire quantity of PCB 
waste to the dealgna!ed ttoragc or 
disposal facility, cr to the next 
transporter, according to the inetructiona 
on the manifest. Until t5e eignatwe of 
the designated facility or ~ u h s s ~ c e n t  
transporter !e obtained, the PCB wants i s  
coneidared to be in the a:stodg of the 
transporter who last signed the 
manifest. 

When the FCB waste is finally 
delivered to the designated PCB sforage 
or disposal facility, the owner or 
operaior of the designated facility (or bir 
agent) signe and dates each copy of the 
manifest to certify tbat the PCB waste 
covered by the manifest was received at 
the facility. In addition the designated 
facility notes on each copy of t!ie 
manifest any significant discrepancies 
between the quastity or type of PCB 
waste identified on the manifest and De 
quantity or type of P a  waete receis~ed 
a t  its hcility. For bulk waste, significant 
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discrepancies are variations greater 
than 10 percent in weight, and for batch 
waste, they are any variation in piece 
cgunt, such as a discrepancy of one 
drum or other article in a truckload 
Significant discrepanciee in type are 
obvioue differences which are 
discovered by inspection or analysis. 
such as when soil or other solids are 
substituted for liquids, or when PCB 
waste greater than 500 ppm is 
substituted for PCB waste below 500 
ppm. The designated facility keepe one 
copy of the manifest for its recorde. and 
immediately givee the transporter at 
least one copy of the signed manifest. 
Within 30 days after the delivery, the 
designated facility sends a copy of the 
signed manifest to the generator at the 
mailing address indicated on the 
ma~ifest .  This transmission of the 
signed copy of the manifest to the 
generator signifies the proper 
completion of the disposal delivery 
transaction. As already discussed; 
whenever a generator usee an 
independent-transporter, the generator 
confirms the authenticity of the signed 
copy he receives by contacting the 
designated facility. 

Consistenl with RCRA requirements, 
for shipments of PCB waste within the 
United States sole!y by water (bulk 
shipments only), the generator sends 
three copies of the manifest, each one 
dated and signed, to the owner or 
operator 01 the designated PCB facility. 
Copies of the manifeet are not required 
for each transporter. 

For ehipmenta of PCB waste by rail 
within Ule United States that originate 
a t  the site of generation. the generator 
sende at least three copiee of the 
manifest. dated and eigned, to the next 
non-rail transporter, if any, or the 
designated facililty. 

The manifest requirements for 
shipments by rail or water parallel 
existing RCRA manifeet requiremente 
for these transportation hduetries. The 
rail and water traneportere were 
exempted frum manifesting under RCRA 
to avoid confusion and duplication of 
effort, since both Induetnee have their 
own complex tracking syetems that 
render additional trackinn 
documentation unnecess&y. 

The preparation of eufficient copier of 
the manifest te the responsibility of the 
generator who lnitiatee the PCB waste 
shipment All copies of the manifest 
supplied by the generator are required 
to be legible. It is a violation of theee 
requirements to ship PCB waste 
accompanied by a manifest or 
continuation sheet for which any copy 
or part is not legible. These TSCA 
provisions for manifesting PCB waste 
vary sligh!ly fiom the current RCRA 

manifeet requiremente and in no way 
alter the existing RCRA manifest 
provisions. 

K. Recordkeeping ond Reporting 
While notification and manifesting 

requirements form the core of the PCB 
waete tracking ayetem. the tracking 
function is aided hy several 
recordkeeping and reporting 
requirements. EPA proposed that PCB 
waste handlers comply with 
recordkeeping and reporting 
requirements which are based largely 
upon the existing TSCA and RCRA 
requiremenis. All recordkeeping an3 
reporting requiremente of thie rule apply 
prospectively end do  not require 
revision of past documents. 

1. Retention ofmanifest8 08 records. 
In the proposed rule, EPA solicited 
comment8 ae  to whether the 5-year 
record retention requirement for 
4 761.180(a) and # 76l.lW(b) should be 
changed to a 3-year recordkeeping 
requirement. Although there were few 
commenta on the use of manifests ae 
records. in the final rule EPA hae 
changed the 5-year retentlon period to 3 
years for recordkeeping, including 
manifests. Therehie, the final rule 
makes retention of nlanifests a byear 
requirement. 

Ae .wee proposed, the originator of the 
mamfest (i.e.. generator) keeps hie copy 
of each manifest u c t ~ l  he receivee the 
signed copy from the designated facdity 
that received the PCB waste. This signed 
copy ie retained a s  a record for at least 3 
yean  from the date the PCB waste wae 
accepted by the Initial transporter who 
took the PCB waste off-site from the 
generator. If. however. the generator ie 
subject to the 8 761.180(a) annual 
document log requirement, he will retain 
his signed copies of manifests for the 
period required under 4 701.1W(a). The 
generator will retain his manifest 
recorde at the businese location 
identified for records retention on hie 
manifeeta. This location is also the eite 
where the generator ehall keep his 
4 7gl.lSO(a) annual document log, since 
the preparation of the annual document 
log ie facilitated by including manifeste. 
A commentor euggeeted that the 
company should determine where to 
maintain its records, and EPA agree8 
that a generator may chooee the site at 
which he will maintain his recorde. The 
reguiations require that all records for a 
facility be maintained in the same 
central place, since all the recorda must 
be available for inspection in the eame 
place. 

Likewiee, the transporter must keep 
among his records a copy of the 
manifest eigned by the generator and 
e! th~r  the next transporter, if applicable 

or the commercial PCB storage or 
disposal facility that ie designated for 
the delivery of the waste. The Lnitial 
transporter must retain this copy among 
hls recorda for at least 3 yean from the 
date that he accepted the PCB waste. 

The owner or operator of the 
designated commercial etorage or 
dispoeal facility likewiee must retein at 
his facility copies of manifests. The ' 

manifest copies must be retained for the 
same periodn as  required under 
P 761.180(b) for the facility'e annual 
document logs. These records must be 
rstained at the same location where the 
facility maintairie its annual document 
logs. 

In addition. EFA is requiring. as  
proposed, that the periods of retention 
for manifests by all PCB waste handlers 
be automatically extended during the 
course of any unreeolved enforcement 
action regarding the regulated activity. 

2. Exception reporting. Follom-tng the 
RCRA model. thie rule requires, ae 
propced, Exception Reporting by all 
generators who must manifest their PCB 
waste. Any time a generator does not 
receive a copy of the manifest signed by 
the a~thorizcd representative of the 
designated storage or disposal facility 
wi:!rir: 35 days of the dale the waste was 
accepted by the initial transporter, the 
generator is required to contact the 
transporter endlor the owner or 
operator of the disposal facility to 
determine the statue of the PC33 waste. If 
the problem is not reconciled within 45 
days from the date the PCB waete wae 
accepted by the initial transporter. the 
generator must file an E x c ~ D ~ ~ o ~  R e ~ o r t  
h t h  the EPA Regional ~ d u h i s t r a t i r  for 
the Region in which the waste 
generation site is located. The Exception 
Report must be g e d  if the generator has 
not received within the prescribed 
period of time a copy of the manifest 
signed by the authorized representative 
of the designated facility. The Exception 
Report includee: 

a. A legible copy of the manifeet for 
which the generator doer not have 
c o n f i a t i o a  of delivery. 

b. A cover letter eigned by the 
authorized representative of the 
generator explain@ the efforb taken to 
locate the PCB waste and the reeultr of 
thoee efforta 
EPA requested commente on whether 

there should be further tightening of the 
generator'r recordkeeping requiremente 
to ensure that generators do in fact 
perfonn their eseentiel oversight rule 
concerning the operation of the manifest 
system. The February 1985 GAO Report 
on problems with detection of illegal 
disposal of hazardous waste found that 
there hod been very few Exception 
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Reports filed by generators under waste to commercial storage and Second, generators and commercit~l 
RCRA. The GAO concluded that the disposal facilities. The dates when PCBs etorers of PCB was!e who transfer PCBs 
infrequency with which Exception were removed from service and when or PCB Items directly to disposers would 
Reporting has occurred is due largely to placed Into storage for disposal are file One-year Exception Reports under 
non-compliance by generators with the existing record requirements in the other circumstances. Such a Report 
requirement to match heir filed O 761.180(a) annual document for such would be submitted when the generat )1* 
manifest copies with the signed copies generators. The proposal required that or commercial storer of PCB waste 
they later receive from commercial the date of removal from service for transferred PCBs or PCB Items to a 
etorere and disposers. The GAO Report disposal for each PCB or PCB Item disposer prior to the expiration of 9 
found that some generators were contained In a waste ehipment be months from their date of removal from 
collecting both copies of the manifest, recorded on the section of the manifest service for dsposal, but had not 
but were not keeping the coplea In the reserved for "Special Handling received a Certificate of Disposal 
same N e  location. or otherwise Instructions and Additional confirming the disposal of the affected 
physically matching the manifest copies. Information." As discussed in Unit PCBs or PCB Items within 13 months of 
The GAO Report also suggeeted that the m.J.3.1, the required date is the date the their removal from service for disposal. 
miniscule number of Exception Reports firet item was placed in a container, The proposal specified a 13-month 
may be attributed to a reluctance on the while individual dates are required for period in this instance out of recognition 
part of generators to "turn in" the low- separate items such as transformers and that dieposers are allowed 30 days from 
bid transportera who haul away their large capacitors. If this space 1s not the date of disposal to forward their 
waste. adequate for enW of all the relevant Certificates of DisposaL So, generators 

W A  did not receive many suggestions dates, the generator would be required or comerclal starers may receive 
on ways to improve the proposed to attach to the manifest a tYPewitten conf ia t ion of proper disposal as late 
requirements to ensure that the manifest continuation sheet containing this as 1 year and 30daye after the date the 
system receives the attention from information. This information would PCB waste items were removed from 
generators that is necessary to keep the then accompany the waste until it service. Ale% such an Exception Report 
system credible. There was a negative reaches the designated facility, thereby be required when a Certificate of 
reaction to the possibility of requtring a providing notice to waste handlem of Disposal confirmed a date of disposal 
generator to attach the signed the time by which lawful disposal n ~ ~ s t  for PCBs or PCB Items more than 1 year 
designated facility copy to the occur. from their placement into storage for 
generator's original copy, and to retain Under the proposed rule, when disposal. 
the matched copies in its files for 3 years manifested PCB waste is received by W A  requested comments on the as  proof that the transaction wae indeed commercial storers of PCB waste, the requirement to verified. Although EPA considers this an commercial storer would note the dates Exception in the manner excellent practice and strongly of removal from eervice for disposal in proposed, Comments ranged from recommends that the regulated the facility's g 761.1801b)12)(iii) annual saying the proposa~ did not impose a community adopt this approach. EPA document. At such time as  the 
has not added this as a requirement commercial storer initiates a waste significant burden, to suggestions that 
under the rule. EPA placed too much significance on the shipment containing the PCBs or PCB I-year ,imitation. Some 

%One-year Exception Reporting. Items to another storage or disposal 
Indefinite storage of waste at approved facility, he would prepare a manifeat ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ $ a s  commercial storage facilities is not an which includes the dates of removal 
acceptable form of PCB waste from service for dieposal for individual ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ f l ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ h ~ ~ $ ~  be management Section 781.85(a] of the PCB Articles and the first date PCB 
TSCA storage rules for PCB waste iirnits waste was placed in a PCB Article disposer suspects that he will not be 
the storage of PCB waste prior to Container or a PCB In this able to dispose within 1 year, or when 
disposal to a period of up to 1 year. manner. the PCB waste would ultimately he he 
Under EPA's existing compliance arrive a t  an approved disposal facility dispose year* Or when he 
monitoring policiea, the 1-year storage accompanied by the essenti~l actually has not disposed of the PCB 
period is allocated between etorage st information on removal from service for waste within year. 
approved disposal facilities and storage disposal. The disposer ot PCB waste EPA has decided to retain the I-year 
prior to receipt at the approved dlsposal would then enter the date of removal as pro~osed. 
facility. The initial generator* of PCB from eemice for disposal for each PCB Although EPA Wees that ideally it 
waste (i.e.. the PCB user, owner, or or PCB Item in the faciIityls annual should not be necessary to require this 
processor who f i s t  removes PCBs or document which also requires the reporting, it is not realistic to expect that 
PCB Items from service for disposal) are recording of the date of fi~sposal. there will be adequate resources 
presumed to be in compliance with the The proposed rule would have available to monitor compliance 
1-year limit on storage if they can required the submission of One-year effectively without the reports. 
demonstrate that the storage period Exception Reports under two types of Therefore, all the proposed requirements 
prior to delivery to a disposal facility circumstance3. First, disposers would for the 1-year reporting have beel 
did not exceed 9 months. submit euch Exception Reports when retained in the final rule. If the PCB 

EPA proposed an additional tracking they receive PCBs or PCB Items on a waste was received later than 9 months 
device to facilitate its ability to track date more than 9 months after their from the date it was removed from 
compliance with the Eyear storage removal from service, as indicated on service for dispoeal and other disposal 
restriction for PCB waste. the manifest cover or continllation sheet, commitments of the disposer prevented 

First, under the proposed rule. and because of other disposal the timely disposal of the PCB waste, a 
generators would be required to record commitmente. the disposer could not disposer shall initiate a 1-year exception 
the dates when their PCBs or PCB Items dispose of the affected PCB8 or PCB report when he has not actually 
were removed from service on the Items within 1 year of their rernoval disposed of the PCB waste within 1 
manifests that accompany their PCB from service for disposel. year. A disposer shoilld be able to 
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estimate accurately the facility's 
disposal schedule and consequently 
plan disposal in a manner that 
minimizes the facility's physical 
inability to dispose of PCB waste on 
time. 

4. Certificates of Disposal. EPA 
further proposed and requested 
comaents on a requirement that 
disposal facilities prepare written 
Certificates of Disposal. EPA is aware 
that many disposal facilities are already 
providing such certificates as a service 
to their PCB disposal clients. PCB waste 
generators desire the certificstps to 
rebat any accusati~n that thty have not 
acted properly with respect to their PCB 
waste. It mcst be noted that generators 
of PCB waste do not extinguish their 
potential liability for PCB disposal 
violations by merely entering Into 
contracts wit$ disposers to perform 
disposal smrices. However, a document 
containing the disposal facility's 
certification that disposal of specific 
PCB waste has occurred may be 
relevant in establishing the good faith of 
the generator's conduct. 

As proposed, the Certificate of 
Dispasal would become a uniform 
feature of the PCB disposal regulations. 
In addition to speciiying tie content of a 
proper Certificate. the proposal made 
the Certificate of Disposal the final step 
in the PCB waste tracking system. Li 
particular, the Certificate of Disposal 
would be returned by the disposal 
facility one step back to the generator or 
commercial storer, if he generated the 
PCB waste, responsible for manifesting 
the PCB waste shipment to the disposer. 
While the disposer's return copy of the 
manifest confms only the fact of 
arrival of PCB waste at a disposal 
facility, the Certificate of Disposal 
would confirm tbs fact of disposal itselt 
Thus, the CertiAcate of Disposal would 
be the final element in the tracking loop 
to ensure that disposal occurs within 1 
year from the date that PCBs or PCB 
Items are stored for disposal. The 
Certificate of Disposal would be the 
basis for One-year Exception Reporting 
by generatom and commercial storem. 
and it would remain as a record of 
dispoeal in the record collections of the 
dbposere and the facilities (in some 
cases the original owner or user. in other 
cases a broker or storer) that receive 
them. From the Certificate of Disposal 
the PCB waste could be tracked back, if 
need be, to the original owner of the 
waste. While that original owner would 
not ~iecessarily be the one to whom the 
Certificate is returned, tracking could be 
done through the manifest numbers 
included on the Certificate. and the 
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records of any intermediate facility 
involved in the transaction. 

The use end content of the Certificate 
of Disposal generated comments which 
varied from approval of the use, request 
for clarification and/or minor changes, 
to opposition to its use. The approvals 
izdicated the Certificate is a better 
record of disposal than is the manifest. 
One comment supported the use of the 
Certificate but felt it was meaningless 
unless the effect was to place liability 
on the disposer, not the generator, if the 
certificate was untrue or the disposal 
was not proper. Another supporting 
c o m e n t  questioned the reqlli-ement to 
re!nin the Certificate in the same 
location as the annual records. 
Suggestions for improving the Certificate 
included requiring a commercial storer. 
who received the Certificate as the 
generator of the final consolidated 
shipment. to break down the Certificate 
into individual certificates that would go 
back to the original generatods) with 
necessary adjustments in timing of 
exception reports to allow another 30 
daye. A further suggestion was to allow 
the Certificate to record only the latest 
disposal date for items in a shipment. 
~nstead of separate dates for all in order 
to shorten the document. 

EllA is retaining the Certificate of 
Disposal, as proposed. EPA thinks the 
Certificate of Disposal will perform a 
valuable function in tracking the 
dis~osal of lame auantities of PCB 
waste and in &f&cing the disposal 
regulations, despite imperfections in 
particular cases where commingling of 
waste may complicate complete 
tracking. 

5. Discrepancy reporting. The 
proposed d e  would also have required 
that PCB commercial storage and 
disposal facilities that receive off-site 
shipments of PCB waste comply with a 
Discrepancy Reporting requirement. 
Manifest discrepancies are differences 
between the quantity or type of PCB 
waste designated on the manifest and 

Administrator in the Region where its 
facility la located a lelter describing the 
discrepancy and attempts to reconcile it. 
and a copy of the manifest at issue. EPA 
maintains this requirement in the final 
rule. 

EPA received a comment on 
discrepancy reporting that suggested 
bulk waste discrepancy reporting should 
be triggered by 10 percent in weight or 
volume, not just weight. EPA has 
rejected this suggestion because it is 
simpler to weigh a drum than to attempt 
to measure the contents by volume. 

6. Unmanifested waste reporting. EPA 
also proposcd to incorporate into this 
rule another feature of the X R A  
tracking system-the Unmanifested 
Waste Report. The proposed rule would 
have required a report fxun the owner 
or operator of a designated PCB stor~ge 
or disposal facility whenever the 
designated facility received from an off- 
site source any PCB waste that was 
subject to manifesting requirements but 
which was not accompanied by the 
required manifest. The proposed rule 
would have required the owner or 
operator to submit a copy of the report 
to the Regional Administrator within 15 
days after receiving the PCB waste. The 
Unmanifested Waste Report would 
include the following information: 

a. The EPA identification number, 
name, and address of the designated 
facility. 

b. The date the facility received the 
PCB waste. 

c. The EPA identification number, 
name, and address of the generator, and 
transporter, if available. 

d. A description of the quantities and 
types of PCB waste included in the 
unmanifested shipment. 

e. The method of storage or disposal 
for the PCB wastes. 

f. The certification signed by the 
owner or operator of the designated 
facility or his authorized representative. 

g. A brief explanation of why the PCB 
waste was unmanifested, if known. 

the or type of PCB waste that a EPA emphasized that the preparation 
designated facilitv actuallv receives. of an U~nanifested Waste Reaort 
l'heie discrepanAes wereldescribed 
above in the discussion in Unit fJJ.j.5 of 
this preamble dealing with the use of the 
manifest. EPA proposed that, upon the 
discovery of a signincant discrepancy, 
by a designated storage or disposal 
facility, the owner or operator of the 
designated facility would attempt to 
reconcile the discrepancy with the 

should not be a frequent evenifor these 
facilities, since the proposed regulation 
would otherwise prohibit the acceptance 
by any transporter, off-site commercial 
storer, or disposer, of any unmanifested 
PCB waste for which these regulations 
require a manifest to accompany the 
PCB waste. 

A comment questioned the'need for 
appropriate party [e.g., generator or such a report. since existing DOT 
transporter). If the discrepancy is not regulations make it unlawful to 
resolied within 15 days after ieceiving transport PCBs (any hazardous 
the W.8 wastes, the owner or operator substance) without the necessary 
of the dcsignated facility would shipping paper or manifest. Another 
irnrnediate!~ submit to the Regional comment objected to allowing a faci!ity 












































































